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The world's Iargest known reserves of cesium-rich ore (pol-
i"ã ii" I are u[- Éf,. Bernic Lake mine in Manitoba. since
îõ5é,-tnã mine has been operated by the Tantalum Mining Cor-
poiuiion of Canada Limited of which the Manitoba Government
owns ZSeo. tañào suspended operations as of December 31,
1g82 and terminated ihe emplóyment of approximately 'J05

fulL-time employees because of the poor markets for lts
principal Product, tantalum.

The primary objective of this study l¡as to evaluate the
potãniiãf for'Manítobu's cesium resource. The research
methods rfere designed to access primary and secondary sourc-
es of informaiion-in order to coilect ãnd evaluate quantita-
ti"; and qualitative data. The main objectiY. was, further
áãfinàateá UV-1""åstigating eigh! sub-objectives which in-
ãi"aua: suppiylã.*ãnA-relafionãfrips for pollucite ?nd its
óióãå"".d ;ã"i"*-áerivativesi preäent and potential ?pplica-
tions for cesium (potlucite, añd cesium compounds and met-
ãijl and the cesiui e*port ban imposed by the Government of
Canada in 1976.

The report findings indicated that pollucite is the most
important commercial source of cesium. Pollucite is a small
loãnug" but high value commodity -which is processed into
;;=tñ, primaty-ftoauits (compouñds_and metal). Tanco will
ããntinuä to dðminate the world pollucite market for reasons
*t,i"t includei tl I its ability- to assure suppJ-y relative to
its primary cåmpetltàt, ttt" Bi'kit.a mine in zimbabwe; and (2)

th; [*ã rnujor pðtlucite processing countries, west Germany
and the U.S., I1.,re well éstablished trade Iinks with Tanco'
The largest user-country of cesium in the free world is the
U.S., .ñd rno"tiV iot scientif ic research purposes. _Cesium
iå-piincipariy-irsea in !þg form of chemical compounds and to
a Iesser exteit-iÃ metallic form. PrgsentlY, the major ap-
pfiããIion" tor cesium are in photoemissive devices, density
ãiåái.nt soluLioni, and scintillation crystals. .Pollucite
ore is not ";;å-áirectfy 

in any end-use applications, though
;r-";; ii*. it nas a "añAidate 

material for use in open-cy-
ãi" mågnetohydrodynamics (mrp) but was substituted bI_B?tu"-
sium. There are lwo potential uses for cesium compounds/
*ètuf which may increäse the demand for pollucite
;i;;ificantryi'o*iáation catalyst promotèrs; and plasma seed
in closed-cYcle MHD.

prior to 1g76, the greatest demand for Tanco's pollucite
yras from the io"iui Uníon. However, this market $'as termi-
nated in 1976 when the Government of Canada placed cesium in
the Export Cãniiof List. Cesium continues to be in the List
but its status and the status of the other entries are to be

ieviewed and updated during 1984-1985'
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Chapter I

T NTRODUCTI ON

1 .1 PBEÀI.{ELE

Canada's economic performance and development continues the

historicat pattern of being dependent upon its vast and div-

erse naturaf resources vrealth. Renewable and exhauStable

resources, mostIy in the primary stages of production' are

exported inLo the international marketplace and the revenues

generated from resource sales are a signif icant Source of

foreign exchange. With the help of foreign exchange earn-

ings from the sales of primary goods, Canada tries to count-

erbalarrce its high import expenditures for many value-added

fabricated and processed goods. Älthouqh Canada may be cat-

egorized as being a developed industrial nation, it still

has the distinction of being a resource producer rather than

a consumer such as the United States and Japan.

The practicum is primarily concerned with cesium which is

classified within the exhaustabfe resource sector, minerals.

A brief explanation about mineral jurisdiction and a general

overview of the mineral industry in Canada will provide a

background for the studY

1



1"2 MI JURI SDT CTIONL

Under the Canadian Constitution, mineral resources are ad-

ministered by the federal and provincial governments. Min-

eral rights vested in the Crown in right of Canada include

those in the Yukon and the North west Territories. All

crown mineral lands within provincial boundaries (wittr the

exception of those in Indian Reserves, National- Parks, and

other lands under federal jurisdiction) are administered by

provincial governments. In Quebec, mining righLs on federal-

l-ands are controlled by the province. Ownership of offshore

resources is complex because of international lav¡ aS well as

the continuing debate between the federal and provincial

gcvernments about resource jurisdiction. For an in depth

analysis of jurisdiction and the mineral industry in Canada

refer to MacDonaId (1980).

1 .3 THE CANÀDIAN MI NE RAL I NDU STRY

The mineral- industry in Canada is comprised of companies en-

gaged in mineral exploration, mining, smelting, refining'

and semi-fabrication. With approximately 280 mines operat-

ing in recent years, the mineral industry'S economic and so-

cial contributions are substantial. Besides direct job cre-

ation in the mining sector' opportunities for empl-oyment and

capital spending are also generated in industries supplying

goods and services to the mines, mi11s, smelters, and refin-

eries (t"f ining Àssociation of Canada, 1983 ) '
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A mineral policy discussion paper presented in 1982 by

the Federal Department of Energy, MineS, and Resources Cana-

da as well as the Mining Àssociation of Canada's 1983 pubti-

cation Mi¡j¡g in Canada: Facts and Fiqures, highlight the

economic importance and the characteristics of the mineral

industry in Canada as follows.

Mineral production in canada is comprised of four sec-

tors: metallics, non-metalIics, Structural materials, and

mineral fueIs. AIl data presented here concerning mineraf

production and value pertain to the first three sectors

onIy. Mineral fuels (crude petroleum and natural gas) are

excluded because of their unique extractive and economic

characteristics. Data regarding coal are included in the

non-metallics sector because the methods of exLracting coal

are similar to other non-metallic minerals.

À principal characteristic of the Canadian mineral indus-

try is its dependence on international markets. Canada con-

Linues to be the world's largest exporter of minerals with

over 80eo of production Sold to more than 100 countries.

However, the demand for Canadian minerals remains mostly at-

tributed to the United States, Japan, and the European Eco-

nomic Community. Of the crude mineral-s exported in 1982,

50.9e" were sol-d to the U.S. , 12.9eo to Japan, 10.3e" to the

EEC, 5.Oeo to the U.K., and 20.9e" to other nations. Because

of very poor international market conditions, the sale of

Canada's ravr and fabricated mineral production in export

3



markets totaled $13.3 billion which is a decline of 17.0e"

from 1981. Furthermore, the value of mining production de-

clined to ç12.2 bilIion, a fall of 15e" from 1981. Overall,

the mineral industry'S contribution to Canada's Gross Na-

tional Product declined to 3.5e" compared to 4.6eo in 1981 .

Other important characteristics of the Canadian mineral

industry are: the high risks(exploration, development, and

marketing); high energy and capital intensity; high corpo-

rate concentration; and the regional, frontier, and northern

development (job creation and infrastructure). In addition,

the industry is a major user of Canada's transportation sys-

tems. Crude minerals (44.4e") and fabricated mineral prod-

ucts ( 9.0e") accounted f or over hatf of al-1 Canadian f reight

revenues in -1981 . AIso, minerals accounted f or over half of

all cargoes loaded at Canadian seaports and about half of

seaway and Great lakes shipping traffic (Dept. of Energy,

Mines, and Resources Canada, 1982) -

1.4 FURTHER PROCESSING OF MINERAL RESOURCES

One of the continuing objectives of Canadian public policy

is the further processing of mineral resources. Further

processing provides employment' increases value-added, pro-

motes regional development, and increaseS tax revenues. In

1974, the Federal Government amended the Export and Import

Permits Act to support upgrading of resources. In addition,

the extent of further processing in Canada is a criterion

4



used by the Foreign Investment Review Àgency (f'fne) in as-

sessing minerat development proposals (Dept. of Energy,

Mines, and Resources Canada, 1982). Most provincial mining

acts require further procesSing of resources before export'

but contain grounds for waiving the requirement.

Although there are mines acts and policies that require

or encourage further processing of mineraf resources' about

half of Canada's nonferrous mine production continues to be

exported in a relat ive)-y unprocessed f orm (Dept . of Energy,

Mines, and Resources Canada, 1982). The reasons for export-

ing unprocessed minerals include: foreign market trade bar-

riers; high energy and capital inputs for metallurgical ex-

traction; and negative environmental effects, especially

from smelters and refineries.

1.5 EMPLOYMENT IN THE CANADTAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

The importance of mining and its effects on the Canadian

economy are evident by the employment opportunities the in-

dustry provides. However, because of a sluggish world econ-

omy in recent years, employment in the mineral industry has

been unstable. In 1982, 117,000 persons were directly em-

ployed in the production of metals, non-metals, and coal,

and aISo in the operation of guarries' sand-pitsf non-fer-

rous smelters, and refineries (t"tining Association of Canada,

1983). Because of the recent economic receSsion, a large

number of mining employees have lost their jobs either tem-

5



porarily or permanently. As of August 31, 1982, approxi-

mately 59,000 mining employees vrere affected by temporary

shutdowns/vacation cfosures, and about 12'000 employees were

affected by permanent layoffs (Canada, 1982) -

In Manitoba, whether it be the nickel deposiLs at Thomp-

son, copper-zinc at FIin Flon, Leaf Rapids and Lynn Lake, or

the minor metals at Bernic Lake, thousands of mining employ-

ees are affected by mine shutdowns and slowdowns.

1.6 MINOR METÀLS

Within the metatlics sector there is a group of minerals re-

ferred tO aS being lesS cgmmgn, minor, OÍ rare. LeSs common

minerals are defined as: (1) minerals that would be recov-

ered from current mining or processing operations if there

were sufficient incentives; (2) metals or compounds that are

possible coproducts of smelting or refining; and (3) prod-

ucts currentLy in negligible demand (Toombs and Andrews,

1976). Examples of metallic elements of the less common

minerals incl-ude antimony, berylliumf mercury' tungsten, and

cesrum.

Demand for minor metals can be stimulated by new technol--

ogies. Research and development projects in the fields of

energy, communications, and space transportation continue to

introduce new materials. New materials do not only satisfy

the demands of the research projects, for when incorporated

into market products, they also satisfy the consumer.

6



cesium is a minor metal whose unique chemical and physi-

cal propertieS continue to attract the attention of re-

searchers from cert.ain private industries and government

agencies. The world's largest known deposits of cesium are

mined at Bernic Lake, Manitoba.

1.7 THE BERNTC LAKE MINE

In Manitoba, there is a unique pegmatite deposit located on

the north shore of Bernic Lake, 180 kilometers east-north-

east of Winnip"g. The geology of the deposit has been stud-

ied extensively and continues to be the subject of several

theses and technical papers. Reports include a petrological

review by Hutchinson (1959), and mineralogical studies by

ðerná er aÀ. (t972), ðernÍ and Simpson (1977, 1978), and

ðernj' and Harris (1978). The deposit is significant because

of the minor metafs that are present, namely: tantalum, ces-

ium, rubidium, lithium, gal1ium, and berytlium; alon9 with

severaf other mineral resources such as feldspathic sand,

guartz, and dental spar (Trueman and Burt, 1983). Cesium is

found in very high concentrations in the mineral pollucite.

The Bernic Lake mine is operated by the Tantalum Mining

Corporation of Canada Limited (tanco) which is jointly owned

by Hudson Bay l"lining and smelting co., Ltd. , 37.5e"¡ cabot

Corporation (Kawecki Berylko Industries Division), 37 .5e"ì

and the Manitoba Government , 25eo. The Bernic Lake mine is

primarily worked for its tantalum deposits which have repre-

7



sented most of Tanco'5 revenues. Tanco's sales of pollucite

have accounted for l-ess than two percent of the company's

revenues (pers. comm.r R. Burt, 1983). Àlthough the cesium

deposits are large, the economic impact of this commodity to

the company is presently not significant because of the

smaIl quantities demanded. However, it is important to un-

defstand that the minor metal-s are a resource. Whether the

resource is developed today or in the future, it would be

advantageous for the resource ov¡nerS to have current infor-

mation about the possibl-e apptications and economic impacts

of the resource.

I



1.8 PIAEI,EM STATEMENT

AS of December 31, 1982, Tanco suspended operations at the

Bernic Lake mine because of the limited demand for its min-

erals, especially tantalum. Employment of the approximately

1 05 full-time workers had been terminated because of the

shutdown.

From 1969 to 1975, Tanco shipped about 1,400 tonnes of

cesium-rich pollucite ore (Tanco Files). of this total,

about 1 ,20.0 tonnes vrere exported to the Soviet Union" Be-

cause of the Canadian export ban on cesium to Area Control

List countries in 1976, the demand for cesium from the Bern-

ic Lake mine has declined significantly'

Between 1976 and the present, only minor quantities of

potlucite ore have been shipped from Bernic Lake. Most of

Lhe pollucite has been exported to processors such as Kaw-

ecki Berylco Industries Inc. (which o!ùns 37 .5e" of the Bernic

Lake mine) in the U.S., and to various European based compa-

nies (Tanco Files).

other than canada's pollucite production and export fig-

ureS, information concerning the world cesium industry (pro-

duction, processing, and market end-uses) is either not

available, ot is Iimited to avoid disclosing company pro-

prietary data.

The

Mines,

Government of Manitoba, Department of Energy and

Mineral Resources Division is interested in an evalu-

9



ation of the world economic and development potential for

pollucite, and cesium metal and compounds. This evaluation

is to be used primarily as an updated information base to

assist the the Manitoba Government in cesium resource devel-

opment strategies.

10



1.9

The pr

potent

pr ima r

tives;

RESEÀRCH OBJECTIVES

imary objective of the practicum is to evaluate the

ial for Manitoba's cesium-rich mineral deposits. The

y object.ive is composed of the following sub-objec-

1. Analyze current supply-demand in the cesium markets'

and review the u.s. Bureau of Mines contingency fore-

casts for cesium;

2. Identify the major processors of pollucite and the

major cesium distributors in the world;

3" Identífy the different grades of cesium compounds and

metafs produced and associated prices;

4" Identify the present commerciaL end-use applications

for cesium metal and comPounds;

5. Investigate cesium-related research and development

projects undertaken by private industry and govern-

ment agencies;

6. Determine the availability and the effects of cesium

substitutes upon the cesium industry;

7 . Review toxicologícaL/environmental studies regarding

the processing and handling of cesium metal and cesi-

um compounds; and

8" Review and investigate the export control status of

cesium imposed by the Government of canada in 1976.

11



1 .1 O METHODS

The basic information and data gathering methodology

porated into the practicum followed the rnethods used

ilar sLudies (see Chapter II, "Literature Review").

methods were designed to investigate the two major

of the practicum:

a guantítatÍve economlc

try; and

assembl ing qual itat ive

tion concerning Present

tions.

review of the cesium indus-1

2

i ncor-

in sim-

The

concerns

end-user s

government

techn iques

conversations,

journals,

and consulting

research and end-use informa-

and potential cesium aPPIica-

Quantitative and qualitative information have been obtained

f rom:

1 Primary Sources: producers, processors,

(commercial users and researchers), and

agencies by using various communication

such as personaÌ interviews, têlephone

and written correspondance; and

Secondary Sources: scientific and trade

patents abstracts, government reports,

reports.

2

Most of the general information required to address the

practicttm objectives has been obtained from secondary Sourc-

es. The areas of study which required more in depth analy-

Ses have been analyzed by communicating with primary Sourc-

€s, especially for qualitative information.

12



All the data generated were coltated for interpretation.

Data interpretation involved organizing and integrating reL-

evant information and examining for significant relation-

ships. Information addressing the practicum objecLives is

detaited in Chapter III, "Resu1ts and DiScusSion. " Chapter

IV, "summary, conclusions, and RecommendationS," iS a SUmma-

ry of the report findings and recommendations for further

programs and actions.

1 .1 1 LIMTTATIONS

The col]ection of information was a major component of the

practicum. For certain types of information, especially

quantit.ative data, accessing and reporting restrictions were

imposed by private companies and government agencies in-

volved with cesium, therefore precluding an econometric

analysis. Furthermore, several individuals who contributed

proprietary information to the researcher requested that

their identities be kept confidential. The names of these

perSons are not presented but are coll-ectively referred to

as " industrY sources. rr

13



Chapter I I

LITERATURE REVÏEW

The primary purpose of the literature review was to:

1 present various systems used to classify metaLs;

compile and evaluate the industrial research methods

used for data collection by the mineral industry and

relate this information to the minor metals; and

outline studies concerned with analyzing minor metals

from the mining stage to the consumer market.

2

2.1 METÀI,S: CLASSIFTCATION SYSTEMS

There are several systems used within the minerafs industry

to classify the commodities that comprise the metafs sector.

Five systems are presented with appropriate examples.

The American Institute of Mining, MetaIlurgical, and Pe-

troleum Engineers (aft{S) classif ies the metals as follows

(voge1y, 1976).

Eer-f_q!s MetaIs

I ron Ore direct shipping, concentrates, and
agglomera tes

Ferroatloy ores- ferro-(manganese, chrome, nickel, vanadium)

copper, 1ead, zínc, tin

3

Non f er rous MetaIs

14



LiqhL MetaIs aluminum, magnesium, titanium

Minor Metals antimony, beryllium, tungsten, mercury

Prec ious Metals gold, silver, platinum group

The AIME classification system is based upon the specific

metal's chemical and physical properties as well as its eco-

nomi" "truracLeristics. 
Cesium would be considered a minor

metal because of its low demand.

The

sec t or

Steel I ndust rv ravJ steel,
man9anese,

U. S. Bureau of Mines (USnu) classi f ies the metal-s

as f oIIows (t'torgan, 1983 ) .

Meta I s iron ore, ferroalloys, chromium,
nickel, tungsten, molYbdenum

Liqht MetaIs aluminum, mangnesium' titanÍum

copper, Iead, zinc, tin

gold, silver, platinum group

antimony, beryllium, cadmium, cesium,
gaIlium, hafnium, rare-earth metals,

Maior
Metals

Non- f r rouS

Prec i ous Meta I s

Spec ial Prope r t y
Mate r ials zircon

The USBM includes cesium in the special properties category

because of its special chemical and physical characteristics

and its applications.

15



In Lhe 1983 issue of the noted publication Mininq Ànnual

Review, the following metal classification system is used'

Brecious MetaIs gold, silver, Platinum group

Older Maior Metals copper, lead, zinc, tin

Liqht MetaIs

St-eel. Industrv l'Ieta1s

aluminum, magnesium, titanium

Nuclear Metals uranium, cesium, rubidium, beryllium,

Elec t ron rc MetaIs mercury, cadmium, selenÍum

Chemical Metals lithium, antimonY, bismuth

In this classification system, cesium is placed in the nu-

clear metai.s category because Some of its applications are

in highly advanced power generation systems'

Metals have also been categorized aS being either abun-

dant or scarce depending on their abundance in the continen-

ta1 crust (Skinner, 1976), The Scarce metals have crustal

abundances less than 0.1eo, and the abundant metals, greater

than 0.-1eo. I,fithin the scarce metal-s category, Skinner in-

cl-udes three sub-groups: sutfide deposits, native state, and

oxide deposits. Cesium is placed in the oxide deposits

group along with chromium, tungsten, tantalum, vanadium, ni-

obium, beryllium, and rubidíum. Skinner adds that several

oxide-forming scarce metals are found in a rare type of ig-

iron ore, steeI, nickel, manganese, chromite
cobalt, tantalum, molybdenum' tungsten

16



neous rock called a pegmatite. The Bernic Lake deposit is a

pegmatite and contains oxide-forming cesium in the mineral

pol luc i te .

A major contribution to the subject of minor metafs was

authored by David B. Brooks in 1965. In his book, Supp1v

and CompetiLion in Minor Metafs, Brooks presents an economic

study of metals which he collectively refers to as being mi-

nor metals. He begins by separating the metals into two

categories, major and minor' based on volume of annual world

production. world production in primary product below

75,000 tons per year is considered minor, and above is ma-

jor. Brooks defines primary product as the output of the

metalturgical reduction and refining stage of production,

which may or may not be elemental metal. I ron, copper,

Iead, zínc, tin, aluminum, zínc, gold, silver, and uranium

are examples of major metals.

Brooks Iists 33 metals as being minor. He organizes the

minor metals into a classification system based on the domi-

nant source material from which they are produced. The cri-

teria used for the classification are:

1

2

the stage of production at which a minor

tialIy becomes a separate product; and

the joint product relationship (if any)

at the stage when it becomes a separate

metal ini-

of the metal

product.

17



By applying

metals into
the above criteria, Brooks classifies

four major groupings (six classes) as

the minor

f ol lows :

A Joint
1)

2\

Produc t s at the Metallurqical Reduction and Refininq Staqe

Byproducts of Major MetaIs

Byproducts and Coproducts of Minor MetaIs

B Joint Ple-d!ç.ts at lhe t'tillinq Stase

1) Byproducts of Major Metal-s

2) Byproducts and Coproducts of Minor Metals

C" Indivi dua1lv Mined Minor MetaIs

D. Meta}s wi!_h_a!! loq ic LimitationsGeo

Byproducts and coproducts indicate the degree of influence

of the minor metaL on the production of the main product

with which it is geologically associated. A metal is a by-

product if a change in its price has 1ittle influence on the

output of the main product; it is a coproduct if a change in

its price has a significant influence on the output of asso-

c iated coproducts ( Brooks, 1 965 ) .

Brooks places cesium within CIass B-Zz subclass Pegmatite

Deposits. Àccording to Brooks, the supply conditions of

Class B-2 are similar to those of individually mined metals

rather than metallurgical byproducts. One reason being that

Class B-2 output can be adjusted more easily than for metals

recovered during metallurgical processing.

18



Within the Pegmatite subclass, Brooks further states that

the pegmatite vein must have a high metal concentration,

must be large, and have a regular shape. The Bernic Lake

mine has the above characteriStics; having an average cesium

oxide (csz0) concentration of 23.3ea, is Iarge, and is con-

tained within a thick sheet-1ike area (Crouse, €t âI.,

1979). Given these conditions, the labor costs associated

with the production of pollucite ore at Bernic Lake would be

less than the costs associated with lower quality deposits

( !.e., require hand sorting).

In the various cfassification syStems presented, cesium

is refered to as being a minor metal, a special property

metal, a nuclear metal, and a milling byproduct and copro-

duct of minor metafs. It is therefore apparent that cesium

is typically produced from a specific type of deposit, has

special properties, and is used in small amounts. Subseq-

uently, the economic behaviour of cesium is very different

from the major metaLs and is similar to very few of the

other minor metals ( e.g., tantalum, lithium, beryllium, and

rubidium).

2.2 MINERAL INDUSTRY ANÀLYSIS

The economic issues that are of fundamental concern within

the minerai- indusLry are the economic characterisLics of

mineral supply and the analysis of mineral market condi-

tions. The mineral conversion process' which is the conver-
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sion of minerals as geologic resources into minerals as eco-

nomic goods is outlined in Figure 1. If the relationship

beLween mineral occurence and market demand is perceived to

be favorable, investment activity flows through a number of

sequential stages: exploration; development of mineral de-

posits; mineral processing facilities; and activity to sup-

p1y market demand. Furthermore, changes in demand, deple-

tion of deposits, and advances in processing technology

constantly affect the mineral conversion process.

Ore reserves, mineraL markets, and associated costs are

uncertain and usually realized in future time periods.

Therefore, t.he economic evaluation of mineral- deveJ-opment

should consider the expected profitability of the develop-

ment opportunity and the associated risks (Mackenzie, 1976).

An integral component for evaluating the potentíaI of a min-

eral project is the development of market strategies based

on markeL research.

2.3 MARKETING RESEÀRCH

Marketing research has been defined in many ways'

(1979\, Lee (1978). Two definitions of marketing

1976) tnat directly apply to the practicum are:

Cox

(strarrard,

1 the col-lection of facts, figures, opinions and judge-

ments, their analysis, evaluation, and interpreta-

tion; the identification of alternatives, and the

recommendation of courses of action; and

20



Changes fn

Demand

Market

Demand

Minera I

Occurence

Exploratlon

Deve loprnen t
of Mlneral

Deposlt s

Dep Ie t lon

Ma rke t

Supptry

Development
of Mineral
Proc ess lng
Facllltles

1: The Mineral Conversion Process
Source: MacKenzie , (1976) .

F i gure
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2 the function that determines who uses the

in what quantities, where it will be used

vrhy one product and not another, and when

will occur.

product and

and how,

the need

The above definitions relate to the marketing of industrial

goods and services of which the mineral industry is primari-

Iy concerned with. Sharrard, (1976) adds that industrial

marketing research must consider Several factorS which di-

rectly affect the mineral industry. These factorS are: size

of company, capital intensity, mine location, resource de-

pletion, international competition, secondary metal (scrap),

stockpiles, taxation policy, specufators, Sensitivity to ec-

onomic conditions, technology, and sociological and politi-

ca1 events.

2.4 MI]qQB METALS MARKET RESEARCH

Market information and commodity research reports about spe-

cific minor metals are very few in number and are of a gen-

eraf nature. Reports about cesium have been published by

government departments, various mining and technical jour-

naIs, and consultants.

2.4,1 Government

The Department of

publishes several

which include most

Info t-ion

the Interior, U.S. Bureau of Mines (uSnu),

reports annually on mineral commodities

of the minor metals. These publications
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are excellent Sources of general information and include

quantitative data, For example, a recent USBM report on

cesium, (BascIe, 1980), is presented using the following or-

ganizationaL format: reserves-reSourceS, industry Struc-

tureT uses' supply-demand relationships, technology, adequa-

cy of supply, byproducts and coproducts, and outlook. À1so'

certain statistical information is available from the U.S.

Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Such aS U.S.

export and import data regarding cesium. A standard indus-

trial classification (SfC) exists for cesium in each of the

following categories with the appropriate code numbers:

2

Ore and Concentrate (601.66) a general category

which includes cesium;

Cesium, Potassium, Sodium (¿1S1000) - cesium in its

purest form;

Cesium Chloride (4185000) - cesium chloride com-

pounds; and

Other Cesium Compounds ( 4185200 ) - other cesi.um com-

pounds not specifically provided for (NSpr').

Although the u.s. Government collects a wide range of in-

formation about companies involved in the cesium industry'

certain types of data such as U.S. industry stocks of cesium

are withheld for proprietary reasons. Likewise, production

figures for pollucite, cesium meta1, and compounds from most

of the other relevant countries are also not available.

1

)
J

4
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The USBM also forecasts U.S. mineral demand for some 88

mineral resources by end-use categories to the year 2000.

The forecasting System consists of two components: (1) sta-

tistical analysis; and (2) contingency analysis. The sta-

tistical- analyses (projections) are based on a standard

IeasL-SquareS procedure or regression analysis method. The

contingency analyses (forecasts) are qualitative, based on

the commodity specialists' knowledge and judgement. The de-

mand projections and forecasts by end-use are pubtished in

the USBM Mineral Commodi!¡¿ Profiles (see Harris, 1979), and

Min ral Facts and Problems (see Bascle, 1980) series'

These publications present an overview of current and proba-

bIe future supply-demand relationships for individual miner-

al industries (pto and Kl.ein, 1980 ) .

For each mineral commodity, including cesium, the USBM

canvasses the relevant U.S. companies about their mineral

usages for the commodity in question. Generally, the can-

vass coverage for each commodity is at least 70eo and usually

80-95e" (pers. comm, B. KIein, 1983 ) . Because there are very

few companies in the U.S. involved in the cesium industry,

Klein considers the canvass average for cesium to be hígh.

In the 1980 edition of Mineral Facts and Probl-ems, Pub-

lished every 5 years, the statistical projections are based

on the 3 major consumption categories: chemicali el-ectri-

cal; and other. In each of the three categories, the USBM

statistical demand projections are based on four macroeco-

nomic independent variabl-es. These variables are:
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U"S.

U"S

addition to the above variables,

based on three Federal Reserve

trial production as foll-ows:

Chem i ca I

S

S

U

U

1

2

.)
J

4

Gross National Product;

Populat i on ;

Gross Private Domestic Investment; and

New Construction ActivitY.

ïn

set

each

Board

the vafues associated with

analysis program generaies

category has a sub-

indexes of indus-

Chemicals and Products
Basic chemicals
Synthetic materials

Electronic comPonents
Instruments
Equipment, instruments and Parts

Electrical

Other Fabricated metal Products
Nonelectrical machinerY
Transportat i on equiPment
I nst rument s

Source: (pers. comm. ' B. Klein, 1983)

After inputting

the stat i st ical

caI projection.

each variable,

a pure mathemati-

Ccntingency factorS are also considered and evaluated by

the cesium commodity Specialist. Therefore, the pure mathe-

matical analysis plus contingency factor evafuation gener-

ates the final demand projection to the year 2000. Data for

the next cesium forecast is being compiled in 1984 and will

be published in the 1985

(pers. comm., B. KIein,

issue of Mineral

1983).

25
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In Canada, Lhe Federal Department of Energy, Mines and

Resources (nUR) includes a section on cesium in their annuaf

publication Canadian Minerals Yearbook. The information

presented on cesium is mostly qualitative and similar to the

USBM reports, EMR also communicates with Tanco regularly

regarding exploration activities, production figures, and

infrastrucLure expansions (Tanco Files).
t

Statistics Canada does not have a SIC for pollucite' ces-

ium meta1, or cesium compounds. Therefore, Canadian export-

import data about cesium are not directly available.

2 . 4 .2 Non:Gp¡¿e-L¡-rnen-!- I nf ormat ion

Apart from government publications, very few books and jour-

nal articles have been devoted excfusively to industry anal-

ysis-type informatj.on of specific minor metals. Burrows

(1969) authored a book concerning an economic analysis of

the tungsten industry and in 1971 about the cobalt industry'

Brooks (1965), referred to earlier, presented an economic

analysis of the minor metals as a group.

BrookS' sources of information for production' consump-

tion, and trade statistics are primarily based on USBM re-

ports, trade journals, and private correspondance with in-

dustry representatives which he considers to be the most

valuable (pers. comm. , D. Brooks, 1 983 ) . However, Brooks

(1965, p. 128) also states that deficiencies in the informa-

tion are great:
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"In addition to absence
inconsistency from metal
are available, there are
plete reporting and the
publications because of
ducers "tt

of relevant data and
to metal in the data that
the problems of incom-

withholding of data from
the small number of Pro-

2.4.3 Çqn_Þ_ullj-lqq RePorLe

Besides government publications and journal articles, other

secondary Sources of information exist in the form of con-

sulting reports. In 1972 a report was prepared under con-

tract to the Manitoba Development Corporation by S.J.T. Con-

sultants Limited (Townsend, 1972) regarding cesium and its

possible application in a particular povrer generation sys-

tem.

In 1975, RoskiIl

1975), published The

public distribution.

by a statistical sup

1 978 ) . The RoskiIl

lowing headings:

Services Ltd. (RoskiIl,

of Caesium and Rubidium, for

t edition report was followed

1978 (RoskiIl SuPPIement,

rt is organized into the foI-

Information

Economics

This f irs
pl-ement in

(1975) repo

1

2

)
J

4

tr

6

7

Occurence of caesium and rubidium

Recovery, extraction, and preparation

production and consumption data in main countries

End-uses

International trade

Pr i ces

Tariffs
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The reporL is useful" because it presents information

succinctly and also provides the names and addresses of com-

panies which process/distribute cesium and rubidium metals

and compounds. The Roskilt Supplement (197?') presents in-

ternational economic data using information from USBM and

trade journal reports. AJ-though most of the information

gathered is proprietary, more references would have been

useful "

2.5 SUBSTITUTION

Àn economic analysis that examines supply-demand relation-

ships of a particular commodity without also including the

concept and effects of substitution would be Iimited in

scope and usefulness. Therefore, most of the published lit-

erature about cesium as well as other metals include brief

discussions about substitution.

simpty defined, substitution is the preference for one

material over an other (toombs and Andre!¡s' 1976). Two im-

portant factors that directly infl-uence substitution are the

interplay of technology and price. Toombs and Andrews do

not consider price to be the only reason for an end-user to

change to another mineral material. Technical suitability,

quaiity, durability, and re-equiping costs must also be tak-

en into consideration.

Brooks ('1 965 ) states that

Iack stable markets include:

the

(1)

reason why

the nearly

mi nor

total

metals

dependence
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of certain minor rnetals on a single use; and (2) the devel-

opnìent of a more efficient substitute" In regârds to cesium

substitution, there are other elements which exhibit proper-

ties similar to cesium's; ior example' potassium and rubidi-

um can replace cesium in many uses (Rathjen, 1983).

2 " 6 SUl4ltIÀEg

After reviewing the related Iiterature, it became evident

that very few economic studies of the minor metals are pub-

licaIly avaitable. Economic data specif icatly about cesium

are reported in government publications, however, these doc-

uments are of a general nature.

From the few studies that are available, most of the

gr.lantitative data have been retrieved from USBM reports and

the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Additional sources of infor-

mation, both quantitative and qualitative, are available

from journal articles, consulting reports, and by private

communications with government and industry representatives.
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ChaPter I I I

RESULTS AND DTSCUSSION

3.1 PREÀMBLE

In reviewing the published Iiterature, two spellings of the

key word have been encountered, esium and caesium. To

maintain consistency, the key word in this chapter is writ-

te¡r as cesium. When conducting computer searches ' reviewing

abstracts, indexes, etc., the researcher has benefited by

referring to both sPeIlings.

Mos+. weights in the practicum are presented using the Me-

tric System. Because most of the raw data are not in the

Metric System, standard numerical factors have been used to

convert from other systems into the Metric System.

Note: Canadian EMR publications report quantitative data in

metric units. The USBM reports cesium mineral data in short

tons or pounds cesium content. À1so, depending on resource-

reserve definitions, the data changes with changing defini-

tions (USelr: Geological Survey Circular 831, 1980). Calcu-

Iation methods for converting U.S. data into metric units

have been reviewed and are acceptable to the USBM cesium

commodity specialist (pers. comm. ' T. Àdams, 1984).
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3.2 CES] rJM

The element cesium, symbol Cs, is an alkali metal belonging

to Group IA of the Periodic Table (Hampel, 1973). The ele-

ment was discovered spectroscopically by Bunsen and Kirch-

hof f in .1860 while examining mineral concentrates f rom the

Durkheim springs (CnC Handbook, 1983). rt was not until
1881 that cesium vras actually isolated (SetterbÊr9, 1882).

The name cesium, after the Latin caesius for sky-blue¡ Fe-

fers to the element's characteristic blue spectraL lines
(wlffiams, 1979). The other alkal-i metal elements that com-

prise Group IA are lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, and

f ranc i um.

3.2.1 Properties of the A1kali Metals

The term, metal, is applied to any substance which has a

silvery Iuster,. and good conductivity of electricity and

heat. Some metals, of which the alkali metals are examples,

are also relatively soft, malleable, and ductile (Sienko and

Plane, 1964). Selected properties of alkali atoms are shown

in Table 1.

The alkali metals are grouped together because they all
have one electron in their outermost energy level-. The out-

ermost eLectrons, rêferred to as valence electrons, are im-

portant because they are primarily responsible for chemical

behaviour. The energy reguired to remove the valence elec-

Lron from a neutral gaseous atom is the first ionization po-
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TABLE 1

Properties of Alka1i Atoms

Source: Sienko and Plane, (1964).

tential. Group IÀ ionization potential values are relative-

ly small therefore the valence electrons are easily lost.

However, the second ionization level, the energy required to

remove a second el-ectron, is many times higher than the

first because the cLosed shells of the electrons are diffi-

cul-t to break. Ionization values for francium. are not lisL-

ed because the element is virtually non-existant. Francium

has an unstable nucleus and is radioactive, however trace

amounts have been prepared by nuclear reactions (Sienko and

plane, 1964). Wit.h only one mobile electron per atom, the

metallic bonds are weak. Furthermore, the bonds become

weaker with increasing atomic number because the valence

electrons become more distant from the nucleus.

Element

Fi rst Second

Ionization
potential, eV Ionic

radi us
e. (u+)

Electronic
Conf igurat ion

Àtomic
Number

l,ithium
Sodium
Potassium
Rub i di um
Cesium
Franc i um

3
11
19
37
55
B7

2
2
2
2
2
2

1

I
I
B

I
I

,1
,8 ,1
,18 ,8 ,1
,18,18,8,1
,19,32,18,8,1

tr

5
4
4
7.

75 .6
47 .3
31 .8
27 .4
23 .4

0.68
0.98
1 )a
I . JJ

1 .48
1 .67
(1.75)

I

I

I

I

.39

.14

.34

.18

.89
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The alkali metal,s are the most reactive and the strongest

reducing agents known. These metals never occur naturally

in the metallic state but in combination with oxygen, chlo-

rine, of olher elements, and always in the +1 oxidation

State. l.later attacks atl of the alkali metals and the reac-

tions are violent and exothermic (heat releasing). AIkali

metals also have the interesting property of being soluble
(

in liquid ammonia, forming intensely blue solutions that

Ieave behind the original metal when the ammonia is evapo-

rat,ed (Oickerson, e! â1., 1974),

Of the five naLurally occuring aIkalí metals, cesium has

the highest vapor pressure, highest density, Iowest boiling

point, and the lowest ionization potential (its valence

electron can be ejected the easiest by l-ight). Cesium is

one of three metals (along with mercury and gal-l ium) that i s

liquid at room temperature (CnC Handbook, 1983). The sig-

nificance of cesiumrs unique chemical and physical proper-

ties wiIl become apparent when end-use applications are dis-

cussed ( see section 3.9.1 ) . Selected physicaf properties of

cesium are Presented in Table 2.
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TÀBLE 2

Properties of Cesium

Property VaLue

atomic number
atomic we i ght ( 1 2c = 12. 000 )

melting point, oC

boiling point, oC

density, g/nL
sol- id, 1

Iiquid,
viscosity

c
hp, mPa

surface tension at m

vapor pressure, kPa
solid, from -23"C

s(=cP)
, mN/m(=dyn/cm)
al
omp

K)

55
1 32.90s
28.64 r 0.1 7
670

1.892
1 .827
0.686
39 .4

1og1sP =
11.321

LogroP =
1 2 .051

16,372
7 .217
611

-4120ft +

- 1.0 logroT
-4042/T +

1 .4 log r oT

80c
400
at

p
t
t

Iiquid, from mp to 377"C

heat of fusion, ¿/g tUl
ent ropy of f us i on , J / (no.I '

heat of vaporization, J/g
specif ic heat, J/(g K) t¡l

solid, 20"C
l iquid, bp
vapor, bp

thermã1 conáuctivity, w/6
liquid, mp
vapor, bp

ionization potential
conductivity, solid

K)
tbl

0 .217
0.239
0.156

,9v
(mp) , s/cn Ic ]

18.4
0.0046
3.893
4.50 X
0.22 x
(29.0 r 1.0)
(1s I 0.2\ x

x 10-28
10-31

4

6
0
0specif ic magnetic susceptibility

neutron absorption cross section, m

Lhe rma L
fast

thermal neutron scattering cross
sectionrm2 (20.0 t 1.0) x 10-28

2

ct

b
c

l. To convert kPa to mm

] . To convert J to cal,
l. S/cn = (ohm'cm)-r.

H9, multiply by 7.5.
divide by 4.184.

Source r wi 11 iams , (1979) 
"
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3"2"2 Cesium Concentrations

Cesium is the rarest of the naturally occuring alkali metals

and is widely distributed in the earth's crust at very low

concentrations. In terms of elemental preval-ence, cesium

ranks fortieth (HiI1,1 970) . Granites contain an average of

about 1 ppm (uorstman, 1957), sedimentary rocks about 4 ppm

(Smales and Salmon, 1955), and Sea water contains about 0.2

ppm cesium (Greenwood, 1960).

Higher concentrations of cesium, as cesium oxide (csz0),

are found in: J-epidolite, a Iithium mica (0.08 - 0.72 wt. eo

Csz0); in carnallite, a double salt of potassium and magne-

sium chloride (0.001 0.004 wt.eo Csz0); and also in bery1,

rhodonite, Ieucite, spodumene, petalite, potash feldspars'

and related minerais (wiffiams, 1979). However, the most

important commercial Source of cesium is the rare mineral,

po1 luc i te .

3.3 POLLUCITE SUPPLY

Pollucite, a cesium aluminum silicate, Cs20.Àlz0s.4Si0z, v¡as

first discovered in 1846, in a pegmatite, on the Isle of

Elba (wiffiams, 1979). Pollucite is waterclear to milky or

greyish in appearance with uneven fracture and is similar to

quartz (ðerny, 1982). The best means of recognition in the

field are the veinlets of alteration products, and a quali-

tative chemical test for cesium which produces a bright red

reaction stain (see Mulligan (1961 ) for reagent prescrip-
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tion) " For a detailed analysis of pollucite crystal

Lry, structure, physical properties, alteration, and

ity relations, refer to ðerny (1982).

chemi s-

stabi I -

Pollucite is usually found in complex, w€11-zoned, grani-

tic pegmatite dykes associated with lepidolite, petalite,

and ot,her lithium minerals (Hogan, 1981). The cesium con-

tent of theoretically pure pollucite is 45 wt.eo Csz0; but

naturally occuring polLucite contains from 5 to 32 wt.eo Csz0

because of the other minerals intimately associated with the

pollucite (wirfiams, 1979).

3.3.1 Geoloqical Cha rac t ristics

Pollucite deposits are characterized by extremely similar

geological conditions of occurence and features of mineral

composition. Selected features of pollucite deposits are aS

follows:

pollucite occurs in pegmatites of all ages (from ear-

ly proterozoic to Tertiary), but the largest reserves

are of Proterozoíc age;

the mode of potlucite occurence is interpreted in two

different ways: (a) late metasomatic origin, and (b)

as a primary constituent of the central parts of peg-

matite bodies (ÕernY , 1982);

pollucite is restricted to the complex rare-efement

pegmatites which reached the ultimate degree of rare-

alkaIi fractionation. These pegmatites are lithium-

1

2

IJ
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rich with very low potassium (X)/rubidium (nU) ratios

(s to 20) in their blocky K-feldspars (Õerny, 1982)i

and

pollucite is frequently locaLed in Iow-pressure, Pe-

tarite-bearing pegmatites (ðernj' and Ferguson ' 1972)'

In pegmatite fields with spodumene, it is also found

in bodies which are located in the relatively lowest

pressure sites (MeIentYev, 1977).

3,3.2 qe-g-qriphic Loca 10n 5

Several pollucite occurences have been identified in numer-

However, the largest known reserves of pol-

Bernic Lake, Manitoba, the Bikita district of

in the Karibib area in Namibia (Harris, 1979\,

4

ous countries.

Iucite are at

Zimbabwe, and

(Hogan, 1981).

The following list (figure 2) is a compilation of known

pollucite occurences worldwide. The list was prepared with

the help of Dr. P. ðerny, in the Department of Earth Sci-

ences at the University of Manitoba, a worLd authority on

pollucite and its crystal chemistry. Dr. ðernf cautions

that very few of the pollucite deposits are described in de-

tail (exact locations, size of deposit, and grade) in the

Iiteraturef especially in the soviet union, East BIock and

Asian Countries (pers" comm. ' ðernf, 1983-84) '
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Canada

Manitoba:

OntarÍo:
Quebec:

United States

Ma ine:

Massachusetts:
South Dakota:
Colorado:
California:
Europe

Finland:
Sweden:
I taly:
Czeckoslovakia:

Japan

Nagat-are, Fukuoka

Àfrica

Z imbabwe :
Namibia:
Mozambique:

Bernic Lake*, Rush Lake, Maskwa Lake,
Red Cross Lake
Tot Lake, Lilypad Lakes
Lacorne Township

Greenwood, Hebron, NewrY, Rumford,
Buckfield
Leominster, Lithia
Bl-ack HiIIs (rin Mountain*)
Gunnison County
Himalaya pegmatite district

vi itaniemi, Luolamäki
Varuträsk*
Isl-e of EIba
ðesky Krumfov, PukIice, noãná, Nová Ves at

BikiLax, Benson Cistrict
Karibib*, Helicon
Àlto Ligonha region

as Bihar and Mysore States
l-ocated.

India

Several possible areas such
where lithium

U. S. S. R.

Kalbin Range,

pegmatites are

Sayan Mts., KoIa Peninsula

Àfqan i st-an

Hindu Kush*

Other Possible Sites

Brazil, Portugal, China (t'tongolian AItai )

* MAJOR DEPOSITS

Figure 2¿ World pollucite Occurrences
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3 " 3.3 Production anC Export Data of Selected Countries

Bebween 1881, when cesium was first isolated, and the mid

1920's, cesium had almost no industrial applications. How-

ever, çjf--A 1926, cesium came into use in electrical vacuum

tube technology (Barton, 1960). Because of the anticipated

increased commercial demand for cesium' interest in mining

pollucite probably increased. In addition, PoIIucite may be

associated with oLher economicalty important elements found

in pegmatites, especially lithium, beryllium, tin, and tan-

talum. Therefore, PoIlucite may have acquired a byproduct

or coproduct status. The following subsections are a review

of pollucite production and export data of relevant coun-

tr ies.

3.3.3.1 united States

The mining of pollucite in the U.S. first occured in Oxford

County, Maine, from 1926 to 1929, but only small domestic

supplies of cesium raw materials v¡ere available (Barton,

1960). Subsequently, Pollucite was also imported from Nami-

bia (Roskitl, 1975). A second important U.S. pollucite de-

posit was discovered in 1959, êt the Tin Mountain mine in

the B1ack Hills of South Dakota near Custer. Production

from the Tin Mountain mine was approximately 45 metric

tonnes (t) of pollucite (noskill, 1975). Bascle, (1980) re-

ported that resources of pollucite may stiIl exist from

these two mines. Currently, however, all- cesium raw materi-

aI requirements are imPorted.
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3 " 3.3.2 African Countries

There are several pegmatite occurenceS in Africa. However,

the most important pollucite containing pegmatites are in

Zimbabwe and Namibia, and to a lesser extent in Mozambique

and possibly South Africa. Barton (1960) reported that most

of the pollucite production in Africa is a byproduct of Ii-

thium ores. He al-so stated that pollucite shipments vary

erratically from year to year aS importers and consumers ad-

just inventories. Àfrican pollucite data such aS reserves'

production, grades, exports, etc., are severely lacking or

restricted. Therefore, the following pollucite data pre-

Sented on each African country should be considered as indi-

cations of production onIY.

t'tloz 1cfue

The pegmatite areas in Mozambique contain minerals such as

tantalite, beryl, lepidolite, as weIl as pollucite. Roskill

(1975) reported that numerous mining companies have inter-

eStS in these areas, but only a few of the companies have

been carrying out significant mining activities. RoskilI

(1975) added; in 1971 it was reported that one of the major

companies in the area, Sociedade Mineira de Marropino Lda,

produced about 90 t of pollucite. Furthermore, this vras

said to be the same levef of production as in 1970, and

about 45 t r¿tere exported to The Netherlands. The USBM re*

ported 1971 production to be 100 t and estimated 100 t for
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1972 (USBU: CDSI, 1973). Prior to 1973, the USBM:CDS did

not have Mozambique listed, and subsequent to 1973, produc-

tion and reserves of pollucite have not been available.

Soutl Af r ica

From the literature reviewed, there vlere no cited references

of any pollucite occurrences, reserves' or production in

South Àfrica. However, RpskiIl (1975) stated; the U'S' Bu-

reau of Mines reported that several tonnes of pollucite have

been recovered in South Africa aS a byproduct of beryl min-

ing.

Nami bi a (South-West Africa)

The pegmatites containing lepidolite and petalite in the

Karibib district of Namibia are also important sources of

pollucite (Basc1e, 1980). Hogan (1979) reported that Nami-

bian pollucite reserves are about 45,000 t¡ and Rathjen

( 1 983 ) est imated the reserve base to be 'l 0 , 000 short tons of

contained cesium (about 40,000 t pollucite, 24v" csz0). The

RoskiIl (1975) report presented Namibian poll-ucite produc-

tion information (fabte 3), however, no citations were list-

ed"

1 The usBM annual
(cPs), was renamed
1979,

publication, Commodity Data Summaries
t"tineral Commodity Summaries (uCS) in
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TABLE 3

Unofficial Namibian PoIlucite Production Dat'a

Source: Adapted from RoskiIl, ( 1 975 ) .

The pollucite deposits in Namibia

similar nature to those of Bikita

comm., P. ðerny, 1983).

thought to be of a

Bernic Lake (pers.
are

and

Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia)

Next to Bernic Lake, the pegmatite deposit in the Bikita

district of Zimbabwe is one of the largest in the world and

represents about 25e" of the world's reserves of pollucite

(Hogan, 1991). The pegmatite is primariiy worked for its

vast reserves of lithium which are mostly in the form of

lepidolite and petalite (Wegener, 1981 ). Until the early

1970's Bikita was probably the most important source of ces-

ium, partly from pollucite, but more importantly as a bypro-

duct of lithium production from lepidolite (Roski11, 1975).

veal( s ) tonnes CommeryLs

1 946-50
19s1
1 952-53

90
17

unknown
26.3e" Csz0

reported to be major suPPIier
to U. S.

.1 954-55
1 956
1 957
1 960
1 961
1 962

unknown
67

no production
10 t to u.s., 1

'1 0 t from stocks
80 kg to U.K.

t to U.K.
to W. Germany

resumed prod. to 2
less than 1 to U. S,
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The Bikita pegmatite, located east of Fort Victoria, has

been explored over a strike of 1,600 meters and consists of

an irregular sheet striking northeast and dipping 30 t 15o

eastwards, and is from 30-60 meters thick (Wegener, 1981).

The pegmatite is suited for open-cast mining by normal guar-

ry methods because it lies at shallow depth and afso out-

crops. The open pit mine is operated by Bikita Minerals

(Private) r.td. of Zimbabwe which in turn is principally

owned by Selection Trust Ltd. (cIark, 19BZ).

The petalite-lepidolite ore is extracted from the quarry

and is processed at Bikita's processing facility nearby,

where the ore is crushed and hand sorted into the various

constituents (CIarke, 1982). The pollucite composition is

shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4

PoIlucite Composition at Bikita

Source: Adapted from Wegener, ( 1 981 ) .

Chemical AnaLvsis Theoret ica Tvpi ca I

25 .0>"

Guaranteed

Cs20
Alz0s
si02
Hz0

42 .5e"
15.4
40.8

1"3

24.0e" min.

Physical ana lvsis: Currently a
but in the
(97e" minus )

12 mm crusher product,
future, particle size

75 and 300 microns.
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Pollucite production in Zimbabwe is presented in Table 5

TABLE 5

Reported poltucite Production and Value for the UDIl Years,
( 1 966-1 980 )

Year Production (t) vaIue2

1 966
1 967
1 968
1969
197 0
1971
197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1 980

38 5,530

38
18
61
56

6,720
3,373

10,755
g, 960

81
281

'14,580
50 ,47 4

129 28 ,27 0

Tota 1 702 128 ,662

1 UDI

2 value

Source:

Unilateral Declaration of Independence

declared value in Zimbabwean dollars (assumed
to be F.O.B. source)

Àfter CIark (1982) from official statistics of
the Ministry of Mines, Zimbabwe.
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Using Tab1e 5

estimate of U.S.

presented. The

used:

as a guide, TabJ-e 6 has been prepared so an

dollar value per unit of pollucite may be

following assumptions and procedures were

average polluciLe grade 24>" Csz0ï and1

2
I ntern
U.S. average a

t ional

is 1eo of a metric tonne
concentrate (csz0), e.g

nnual exchange rates v¡ere compiled from
¡'inancial Statistics (run) for !!9ror L¡¡e year s 1971 , 1973, and 1975

v¡as used for reference. Exchange rates
years 197 6-81.
Strack (1978)
for remaining years nere not available.

Also, the metric tonne unit (l'ftU) 2 designation is a standard

way of expressing the weight of contained cesium oxide

(Csz0) concentrate. The percent-price increases between the

1971 and 1g7g figures were about 24eo for both çus/L and

$us/Mru.

Zimbabwean mineral exports have been very erratic because

of its history of political instability. From 1967 to 1980

the U.S. as well aS most other U.N. countries extended a

program of economic Sanctions against Southern Rhodesia to

prohibit aIl imports from that country (Strack, 1978).

Therefore, it is unlikely that U.N. member countries import-

ed pollucite from SouLhern Rhodesia. After the l-ifting of

sanctions, the marketing of Bikita's minerals sirnplif ied

considerably, resulting in Bikita increasing its production

schedules in an attempt to regain its position as a major

producer (usgl-f : other MetaIs, 1981 ) .

z eMtu
pol luc i te

(10 ks
, 10 t

or 22.046 Ib) of
CszO = 1000 MTU.
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Reported Zimbabwe
Equivalent

TABLE 6

Pollucite Production and EsÈimated U.S
Dollar Values for SPecific Years

Yêâ r
Poll.ucite

Production(t) Sz/t SUs,/t csro contenÈ(t) Sus,/kg cs2o Sus,/xru

since independence on Àpril 18, 1980, the Republic of

Zimbabwe governmenL has been making changes to its mineral

industry. The government seems intent on establishing a

state-controlled organization for the marketing of minerals

(Ctarke, 1982). What affect such a government policy might

have on the marketing of pollucite is uncfear and data re-

garding recent pollucite production in zimbabwe is not

available. Nevertheless, industry and government sources

suggest that pollucite production is probably insignificant

because of low demand and domestic labour problems.

3.3.3.3 U.S.S.R.

Pegmatite deposits containing pollucite are known Lo exist

in the Soviet Union (RoskiLl, 1975), (pers. comm.' P. ðernf,

1983). Information such as deposit Iocation, size, grade,

etc., is not published in the scientific literature. The

Roskill (1975) report suggested; because the Soviet Union

19? 1

1973

1975

19't 6

197 9

18

56

81

281

129

187.39

160.

180 .

177.62

219.15

262.34

283.20

288.

290. 1 5

325.04

{.3
13.{

1 9.4

67.4

30.9

1 .09

1.18

1 .20

1.21

1 .36

10.93

l'l .84

12.42

12.10

13.57
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had been a major pollucite imporLer, especiaJ-ly from Bernic

Lake, the Soviets vranted to delay exploiting their own re-

sources.

3.3"3"4 Sweden

In 1938, a deposit of pollucite vtas discovered at Varuträsk,

Sweden (RoskilI , 1975) " ltei.ther the USBM nor the Canadian

DepartmenL of EMR have reported of any pollucite production

in Sweden. The RoskiII (1975) report stated that the pollu-

cite from Varuträsk is separated with great difficulty and

t.herefore commerciaf production has rarely been done. The

present status of the mine is not known.

3.3.3.5 Canada: Bernic Lake, Manitoba

Although pollucite has been identified in severaL Canadian

Iocations, the most important deposit is at Bernic Lake,

ManiLoba. The worfd's Iargest known reserves of pollucite

are at Bernic Lake and represent about 66eo (350,000 t) of

world reserves (Hogan, 1gB1), (crouse, 9!. â1., 1979) ' The

geology and minerology of this pegmatite deposit has been

studied extensively and continues to attract the attention

of geochemists from all over the world (refer to section 1.7

for references which detail its 9eology, minerology' crystal

chemistry, etc.). The pegmatite at Bernic Lake is commonly

referred to aS the "Tanco pegmatite," named after the mine

operating company, Tantalum Mining Corporation of Canada

Limited.
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Geoloqv of the Te¡c_q Peqmêlile

The Tanco pegmatite is roughly triangular in shape, flat-ly-

ing, and has a south-pointing apex. The maximum dimensions

of the pegmatite are greater than 2.2 kilometers in length

from east to west , 1.4 kilometers from north to south, and

its maximum thickness is about 100 meters (Trueman and Burt,

1983) " From a large-scaIe, descriptive perspective, the

pegmatite consists of nine internal zones of different min-

eraf composition, texture, and location (Crouse, êt aI.,

1979). Table 7 lists the major mineral- reserves.

TÀBLE 7

Major Mineral Reserves at Bernic Lake

Source: Adapted from Crouse, et aI (1e7e).

The pollucite zone consists

like bodies, the largest of

of three gently dipping sheet-

which ranges up to 14 m in

Tonnes Grade

0 .216e"

a 100,

a) ao,
L J . ¿'o

0.20e"

2.24e"

Tantalum

Lithium

Cesium

BeryIlium

Lepi do1 i te

Quartz

1 ,878,721

6 ,622 ,67 3

350,000

834 ,440

97,684

708,186

Taz0s

Li 20

Csz0

Be0

Li z0
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thickness. As of December 31,1978, Tanco's pollucite re-

serves were comprised of 270,000 t averaging al-most 23.9e"

cs z0 in the main zone , 47 ,OOO t averaging almost 23.9e" in

one v¡esterly zone, and 55,000 t of lower grade pollucite in

the second westerLy zone for a total of 372,000 t. zone.

These reserves estimates do not inctude allowances for dilu-

tion or pillars (Hogan, 1981 ). Furthermore, Hogan (1981 )

reported that exploration and drilling programs have indi-

cated the presence of more pollucite. The discrepancy in

t.he amounL of pollucite reserves at Bernic Lake signify that

the pollucite deposit has not been fully delineated.

A chemical analysis of a typical sample of pollucite

from Bernic Lake was conducted by Parsons et aI. (1963)

the results are shown in Table 8.

ore

and

TABLE

Analysis of Bernic Lake

I
PoIlucite Ore SamPle

Cs Rb AI si02 LÍ Na K

26.6e" 1.5 8.87 48.7 0.16 1.01 0.83

Source: Parsons et af. , ( 1 963 ) .
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Tanco

( rable

company records indicate the following analysis

e).

TABLE 9

Typical AnaIysÍs of Tanco Pollucite in Terms of Oxides for
Analytical Assay PurPoses

Source: Courtesy of Tantalum Mining Corporation.

Pollucite Mininq and MiT] tno OÞera tions

The mining method at the Tanco mine is room and pillar with

the rooms being 4.5 meters square. The pilJ-ars left behind

are spaced to allow a maximum extraction of ore (Crouse, €t

âf., 1979). Both hydraulic and pneumatic jumbo drills are

used to selectively mine the pollucite from the deposit.

The broken pollucite ore is then hauled to the surface and

crushed in a ja* crusher. The ore is screened and sized,

usually between 1/2" to 1/4" (Tanco Files), Because the

pollucite has a very high cesium oxide concentration (about

Cesium Oxide
Rubidium Oxide
Lithium oxide
Potassium Oxide
Sodium Oxide
Calc ium Oxide
Magnesium Oxide
Ferric Oxide
Aluminium oxide
Phosphorous Pentoxide
Silica

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(
(

(

(

Cs
Rb
IJL
K2
Na
Ca

Fe
A]
P2
Sr

Mg

27
1

0
1

1

0
0
0

17
0

48

z0)
z0)
zo)
0)
z0)
0)
0)
z0s)
z0s)
0s)
0z)

9B

.20e"

.13

.36

.14

.67

.10

.01

.10

.40

.38

.60

.09
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24e-" Cs 20) , f urLher upgradi ng i s not necessary. Bef ore ship-

ment, the ore is dried to produce a free-flowing product.

The prepared ore is then loaded for transport either in 20 t

containers or packed into steel drums which hold about 300

kg of pollucite concentrate each (Tanco FiIes).

Bernic Lake PoI luc i te Produc t i on

Pollucite vras first discovered and mined at Bernic Lake be-

tween 1956 and 1961 as a result of drilling programs in the

pegmatite by ChemaIloy Minerals Ltd. (Howe and Rowntree,

1967). Information about pollucite sales from Bernic Lake

for the period 1960-1965 has been limited to reports pub-

lished in various issues of The Northern Miner (1961),

(1965). The information presented in these reports is very

general but collectively suggest that about 95 t oi po1Iu-

c ite v¡ere sold f rom 1 960-1 965, mostly to U. S. chemical-

firms and to the U.S. space program. The pollucite for

these sales was mostly from stockpiles at the surface be-

cause the mine was allowed to flood in 1962 and remained

flooded until March of 1967 when Tanco was formed. Full-

scale mining operations were achieved in September, 1969.

Information about Tanco pollucite shipments from 1969 to

1983 (rable 10) were adapted from Tanco company records.
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TÀBLE 1 O

Tanco Pollucite Shipmentsl, (1969-1983)

*1972 shipment to U.S. was for storage and is distributed for
research purposes on denand.

Source: Courtesy of Tantalum t'tining Corporation.

| ÀIl weights and grades are approximate and shipments are
F.O.B.8ernic Lake.

Pollucite
Shipped ( t )

Grade
(åcsr0)

Cs20
Yea r content (t) Destination

1 969

1970

197 1

51 30.9 15.7

33.9

u.s.s.R

150 22.6 u.s.s

u.s.s
U.S.A
w. Ge

R

R251
2

36

32.'l
28.6
27 .1

80.5
0.s
9.7 rma ny

1972* 24
52

25.0
26.2

6.0
13.5

u. s. À.
Eng 1a nd

197 3 101
1

155

27 "1
28 .1
28.0

27 .3 u.s.s
Japan
u.s.s

R.

R.

R.

R.

0.3
43.4

197 4

197 5

254 28.3 71 .8 u.s.s

251
18
18
50

1

26.9
27 .4

67.5
4.9
4.8
8.5
0.2

u.s
u.s
u.s
u.s

.s.

.À.

.4.

.À.
27.0
17.0
26.8 JaPan

f or U.S.S.R. )197 6

197 7

1 978

197 9

1 980

1 981

1982

1983

EXPORT PER}IIT DENIED

0 --
254 27.2

s3 25.0

0 --
300 24.0

0 --
200 24.0

( i ntended

69. 0

13.2

72.0

48 .0

u. s. À.

l{. Germany

W. Germany

I{. Ge rmany
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From 1969 to 1983 there were

shipped from Bernic Lake and

importing countries were the

Germany.

about 2,222 L of PoIIucite
averaged 26 .5e" Cs z 0 . The ma j or

U.S.S.R., the U.S., and West

Because of Tanco'S market dominance, and for proprietary

reasons, Tanco has withhetd from publication the actuaf

trade prices of its pollucite sales. Based on Tanco pollu-

cite sales data made available to the researcher, pollucite

trades have occured approximately in the price ranges listed

in Tabte 11 f or min imum grade 24eo Cs zO , F. O. B. Bern ic Lake '

TABLE 11

Trade price Ranges for Tanco Pollucite (lslo-1983)

Source: Courtesy of TantaLum Mining Corporati.on.

The average annual trade prices for Tanco pollucite

creased steadily from 1969 and reached approximately

$16.80/UtU in 1975. In 1976, a pollucite shipment vtas

arranged f or the u. s, s. R" but vras cancelled because of

export ban ( see section 3.1 3 ) .

rn-

being

the

Years

1970 1973
197 4 1978
1979 1 983

$.s.lit pollucite ¡i.¡q.g-/utu cs20

$270 - $380
$450 $490
$59s $975

$11 . s0
$16.40
$24. s0

$13.50
$18.00

- $40.00
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subsequent to 1976, shipments resumed (no u.s.s.R. sales

permitted) in 1978 with the greatest demand being from West

Germany. In 1979, Tanco pollucite reached a price range

high between $30"00 $40.00/yIfU CszO for tonnage quanti-

ties. This jump in price represented a subsLantial increase

from the 1978 price. The explanation given for the price in-

ceases was primarily that with limited pollucite sales op-

portunities, Tanco's objective was.and continues to be to

maximize returns in terms of price against vol-ume for a non-

renewable resource (pers. comm., R. Burt, 1984). Prices

dropped in 1981 and again in 1983.

Tanco's sales representive, Natural

(Nnt) in New York stated that the safe

affected by several variables such as:

Resources Trading

price of pollucite is

pollucite price range of $2.40

CszO, F.O.B. Bernic Lake.

1. the reguest for kilogram lots or tonnage quantities;

2. the basis (r'.o.8. or c.l.F. ) and specif ications such

as eo moisture and mesh size; and

3. the regularity of purchases by the customer (pers.

comm. , H. Becker-Fl-uegef , 1984) .

Mr. Becker-Fluegel quoted a

$5.50 U.S. / Ug of contained
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For the period 1969-1975, the U.S.S.R. accounted for

about 86eo of Tanco's pollucite sales. Since the export ban,

imposed in 1976, West Germany has imported about 6Be" of Tan-

cors pollucite sales with the U.S. being the major purchaser

of the difference.

Finally, an attempt has been made to compare the produc-

tion and safes of pollucite from Zimbabwe and Bernic Lake

(fable 1Ð. An interpretation of the raw data suggests that

for the period 1969-1983, Bernic Lake accounted for about

77eo of commercial world pollucite production. In addition,

the 1971 pollucite prices vrere competitive, however, by 1979

the Tanco price was almost three times hígher in relation to

Zimbabwe's. Another point of interest is that in the first

year of the export controls, Zimbabwe pollucite production

vras very high,
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TABLE 12

Comparison Between Reported Zimbabwe Pollucite Production
and Price, and Bernic Lake Pollucite Shipments and Price for

Selected Years.

zimbabr¡e: reported production after clark' (1982) '

Bernic Lake: total shipments per year.

2. Zimbabwe: estimated value F.O.B. source

Bernic Lake: average value per year F.O.B' 6ôurce'

Production/shipments | (t) pr ice 2 ( SUs/Mru )

Bernic LakeZ imbabweBernic LakeZ ímbabueYea r

10.00 11 .00

13.00 14.00

15.00 17.00

40.0030.00

10.93

11.84

13.57

12.02

12.10

51'

50.

289.

76.

257 .

254.

338.

Export Controls

2222 or 77Y"

300.

200.

254.

53.

1 959

1970

197 1

1972

197 3

197 4

197 5

197 6

197 7

1 978

"t97 9

1 980

1 981

1982

1983

129.

Total 664 or 23%

38.

18.

61.

55.

81.

281.

NÀ

NÀ

NÀ
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3.3.4 S-l¿I[ne-EY : PoIIuc i te Supplv

There ôre two major suppliers of pollucite in the world,

Tanco at Bernic Lake, Manitoba, and Bikita Pvt. in Zim-

babwe. ln both of Lhese mining operations, Pollucite is an

economic byproduct with tantalum being the major ore at

Bernic Lake and lithium at Bikita. Therefore, Tanco and

Bikita must compete for markets. Between Tanco and Bikita'

Tanco is the more significant supplier of pollucite and has

market dominance for reasons which include:

the pollucite reserves are larger and of equal or
higher grade comPared to Bikita;

(compared to
therefore

1

2

)
J

the government in Canada is
the newly formed RePublic of
supply is more assured; and

more stable
Zimbabwe),

trade links witn the two principal importers, West
Germany and the U.S., are well established.

Regarding adequacy of supply, the usBM reports that the

United States will probably depend on the pollucite deposits

available in Canada and Africa to meet current and future

industrial demand for cesium (Basc1e, 1980). Although cesi-

um occurS in several other ores, BascIe (1980) stated that

no cesium is recovered from them as a commerciaL byproduct.

Furthermore, he reported that cesium recovery from these

sources in the U.S. is unIikeIY.
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3. 3. 5 Pollucite En¡iS¡me-nt

The major commercial suppliers of pollucite guarantee a min-

imum cesium oxide concentration of 24eo. In the U.S., there

are several occurrences of pollucite but some deposits have

a low Csz0 concentration. Therefore, the USBM investigated

the possibility of concentrating pollucite. By using a flo-

tation method, âD B% pollucite ore from Maine v¡as upgraded

t.o 2Oe" with a recovery of 87eo of the cesium oxide (Dean and

Nichols, 1962) .

A Tanco research project (unpublished reporL) aiso devel-

oped a method by which a pollucite ore can be concentrated

Lo produce a marketable grade cesium concentrate. Starting

with an ore cont,aininE 13.7eo Csz0, Tanco's method resulted

in a concentrate assaying 26.9>" Csz0 with a recovery of

B3.Be" of the Csz0 (Tanco riles).

The applicaLion of these methods may become necessary

when the high-grade ores approach depletion. In addition,

major expforation activity for new pollucite reserves is un-

1ikely unless the demand for all- forms of cesium increases

substantiallY"
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3.4 ALTERNÀIIE RESOURCES OF CESIUM

3"4,1 Natural Sources

Besides pollucite, there are other sources of cesium (see

section 3.2"2)" Continental evaporitic brines and saline

depcsits contain cesium in very l-ow concentrations (ppm).

The major brine deposits are in Chile (Salar de Atacama),

and the U.S. (utan, Nevada, California) , (Buckley, 1 983) .

Buckley (1983) also stated that the New China News Àgency

reported the discovery of substantial lithium accumulations

in salt lakes on the Tibetan Plateau. The News Agency re-

ported significant quantities of sodium, potassium, boron,

bromine, rubidium, and cesium in association with the lithi-

um. Data on the size of these deposits have not been made

ava i l-able .

The viability of processing and marketing cesium from sa-

Iine deposits has not been investigated in the practicum.

However, Several factors would have to be considered which

i nc lude :

1. cesium concentration in Lhe brine as well as its pu-
rity after recoveryi

2" cost of extraction and the demand potential for co-
products and byproducts from the brines; and

3. price competitiveness with cesium from pollucite.

Evaporitic brines and safine deposits are significant only

in terms of being a potential source of cesium. The re-

searcher has encountered only one chemical company in the
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U.S. that had aL one time purchased cesium compounds origÍ-

nating from saline deposits. However, the company's senior

chemist stated they had not made such purchases for over 15

years because the supplier was out of business and also the

final product was not of a satisfactory purity. Potential-

]y, desalinization research and development programs' espe-

cially in Israel, râY lead to the marketing of various salts

including cesium.

3 -4 " 2 Bvoroduct Sources

In the late 1950's an important alternate Source of cesium

was marketed in the U.S. by the Àmerican Potash and Chemical

Corp. using raw materials obtained from its subsidiary, San

Antonio Chemicals Inc. San Antonio Chemicals produced a

mixed potassium-rubidium-cesium carbonate (af,KeRS) from the

waste produced by an associated company, American tithium

Chemicals Inc. which made Iithium hydroxide from lepidolite.

The ÀLKARB analysis included two percent cesium carbonate

(Barton, 1960).

The importance of ALKÀRB as a source of cesium has de-

creased considerably because lepidolite, which contains ces-

ium, has been replaced by Spodumene ore (lacks cesium) for

the production of Iithium. Therefore, lithium residues from

Iepodolite are not as plentiful and industry sources report

that cesium extraction from ALKARB is no longer done.
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3.5 POLL TTE DEMAND

Following the mining

mine site, pollucite

further processing.

arate cesium PrimarY

metal) are produced.

and milling stages which occur at the

is shipped to various companies for

It is at the processing stage that sep-

products (cesium compounds and cesium

Excluding the u.s.s.R., the countries of final destina-

tion of major quantities of pollucite shipped from Bernic

Lake are West Germany and the United States. The purpose of

this section is to present information about the cesium pro-

cessors/a¡stributors in these countries and their output of

cesium products. The U.S.S.R. is excluded because there is

no documented information regarding their cesium industry'

3.5.1 United States

Barton (1960) reported that eight firms comprised the cesium

processing industry in the U.S. Of these eight companies,

The other threeonly five likely processed from pollucite'

companies either processed from tithium residues or recov-

ered cesium in the form of 1 37ç5. The cesium processors

from Barton's list of companies that used pollucite are in-

ferred to be:

1

2
3

4
5

Dow Chemical Co.
Fairmont Chemical Co. Inc.
Rocky Mountain Research Inc.
(now-Great Western Inorganics, Inc. , )

Var-Lac-Oid Chemicals Co.
Penn Rare I'fetals .. .
(now Kawecki BerYIko
Industries Inc. (Kgt )

Michi gan ;
New Jersey;
Colorado;

New York; and
Pennsylvan ia
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The RoskiIl (1975) report stated that according to the

USBM, four U"S. companies produced cesium and rubidium com-

pounds. However, the report also stated that in the publi-

cation Chernr:Lçal Week, many more cesium suppliers were list-

ed. In addition, most of these suppliers vrere probably

producing small quantities of cesium for research laborator-

ies. The Roskill (1975) report tabulated the names of twen-

ty U.S. companies as being producers of cesium metal/ con-

pounds according to Chemical Week.

The discrepancy between the USBM figures and the total

number of U.S. cesium producers Iisted in the Roskill report

probably arose because of the confusion in using the terms

'producer' , 'supplier' , and 'distributor' . In the practi-

cum, a primary producer actually processes ravr materials

such as pollucite ore into cesium primary products; a sup-

plier/aistributor may either further purify the cesium and/

or distribute cesium primary products to other distributors

or end-users. À primary producer can also sell to the end-

user directly. Therefore, it is difficult to interpret

whether a company is in fact a primary producer.

Pr imarv Producer s

À practicum questionnaire was mailed to 36 U.S. companies

reported to be processors/suppliers of cesium compounds or

metals" Twenty-two of these companies were listed in the

1981-82 OPD Chemical Buyers Directorv. Several questions
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were asked; however, two specif ic questions v¡ere intended to

classify the companies as being primary producers, suppli-
ers, or both, and the source material used (pollucite or

other), if a primary producer. Of the 36 questionnaires

mailed to U.S. companies, there were 9 responses. Most of

the companies that did respond stated they would only answer

a few of the general questions to avoid disclosing proprie-
tary information. Again, it is dif f icult to determine the

number of cesium primary producers in the U.S.

Harris (1979) reported that cesium compounds and metal-

by the following com-were produced from imported

in 1978¿

mater ials

panies in the U.S

Caliery Chemical Co.
Kawecki Berylco Industries
Kerr McGee Chemical Corp.
Great Western Inorganics,

1

2
3
4

rnc. (Ksl )

Pennsylvan ia;
Pennsylvan ia ;
California; and
Colorado.

which

process-

mi nor

for the

Inc.

WilIiams (1979) stated that KBI is the only major producer

of cesium compounds in the U.S

Kawec k i Berylco Industries Inc. (Ker)I

KBI is a division of the Cabot Corporation (soston)

owns 37 .5s" of. Tantalum Mining Corporat ion. The KBI

ing facility is located in Revere, PÀ where severaL

metal products including cesium have been processed

past 25 years.

Information about the processing

has been obtained indirectly from a

infrastructure at KBI

health hazard eval-uat ion
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report published by the National- Institute

Safety and Health (urOsH) (uaier and Lucas,

ers from NIOSH reported that cesium at KBI

and Lucas (1973, pp.7-B) reported that the

for Occupational

1973). Research-

is extracted from

pol luc i te which is received in truck load lots of aboutore

Maierfour t
pollucite ore is reacted with acid and stated that:

"Acid reduction is carried out in a one story cin-
der block building approximately 32' x 42' in sev-
en open, heated and agitated tanks holding 250
300 gallons. Six filter crocks are located near
the tanks. "

Furthermore. :

"Purified salt production is carried out in a sep-
arate room from the raw production area. This room
which occupies one end of the building approxi-
mately 28' x 32' is essentiatly a chemistry labo-
ratory. Here are found laboratory benches, ovens'
one ventilated laboratory hood and the usual labo-
ratory eguiPment. "

Maier and Lucas (1973, p.5) also stated that:

"Twenty people including plant personnef are em-
ployed at the plant. OnIy three full time and one
batt time workèr are employed in cesium and rubi-
dium processing. "

The last point about the number of plant employees involved

in cesium and rubidium processing at the KBI facility is

very important. KBI is one of the two largest processors of

pollucite and suppliers of cesium primary products in the

world, but the scale of operation is relatively small com-

pared to traditional base metal processing facilities. In-

frastructure devetopments at KBI since the Maier and Lucas

report (1973) are probably not significant because the

USBM:MCS report (1984) estimated plant employment to be 25
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persons, which is very close to the 20 persons

working at Lhe KBI facility by Maier and Lucas

repor t ed

(1e73).

KBI's cesium production and sales information are pro-

prietary. KBI produces a wide sel-ection of cesium compounds

(technical and high purity grades) and cesium metaf in two

pur it ies ( 99. 5e¿ min. and 99 .98e" min. ) . The company has a

national and international- sales organization for the dis-

tribution of its cesium products to most free-world coun-

tries. Along with processing and marketing of minor metals,

KBI has an ongoing research and development program directed

towards product improvement and end-product applications

(pers. comm., J. Gierschick, 1983).

Ca l1erv Chemical ConBany

Located in Callery PA, CaIIery Chemical Co. is a division of

Mine SafeLy Appliances (use) in Pittsburgh, PA. callery is

involved in high energy materials and specialty products for

both commercial and military applications (lndustrial Re-

search Laboratories, 1983). The alkali metals cesium, po-

tassium, and rubidium are processed to a very high purity as

are other related alkali metal products. Callery is a major

world supplier of high purity alkali metals and se]ls its

products nationally and internationally (pers. comm.' J. Ma-

daus , 1984).

Asa

ery has

result of

curta i led

the

its

aIkali metal market being weak, Cal1-

cesium processing program. When pro-
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cessing did occur, pollucite and ALKARB were both used as

raw materials (pers. comm., J. Madaus, 1984). CaIlery does

not process cesium compounds and company sales information

is proprietary.

Grga! Western Inorqanics I¡-c.

Located in Golden Colorado and previousJ"y named Rocky Moun-'

tain Research Inc., Great Western Inorganics has procesSed

cesium compounds using polJ-ucite ore from Bernic Lake. How-

ever, the company haS not been an active processor of cesium

compounds or metal for about 15 years. The company is capa-

ble of processing high purity cesium compounds but wiLl not

resume doing so on a regular basis until cesium markets im-

prove (pers. comm. ' R. AICridge, 1984).

Kerr-McGee Chem i ca 1 Corporat i on

Kerr-McGee processed raw materials into cesium primary prod-

ucts at facilities located in Trona, CâIifornia but has dis-

continued cesium production for many years. Furthermore'

the processing facilities at Trona are being dismantled

(pers" comm., D. Batchelor, 1983).

Other U.S. Companies

There is a company in IIlinois, Carus Corporation, that has

recently initiated the production of cesium compounds. A

company representative stated that pollucite is the best

source maLerial for producing cesium primary products (pers.
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comm., A. NeIson, 1983). There are several other companies

in the U"S. that process cesium compounds on a very small

Scafe for special orders. However, most of these other com-

panies (supplîers/distributors) purchase technical grade

cesium compounds and reprocess them into compounds of higher

purity for resale. There are also some companies that are

strictly traders of cesium compounds or metal.

3.5.2 West Germanv

Following the placement of poliucite in Lhe Export Control

List in 1976 by the Canadian Government, thereby cutting off

the Soviet Market, l.test Germany has since imported the most

pollucite from the Bernic Lake mine (Tanco files). The Ros-

kiIl Supplement (1978) tisted four West German companies

considered to be the main producers and suppliers of cesium

products: Metallgesellschaft 4.G., E. Merck 4.G., Riedel-de

Haen 4.G., and Dr. Theodor Schuchardt and Co. Àccording to

industry sources, Metallgesellschaft is probably the most

active primary producer and distributor of cesium compounds

in the wor1d.

Meta l" lqes ellschaft

MetaIJ-gesellschaft is a large and diversif ied mining and

chemical company with headof f ices being in Frankf urt (t"tood-

y's International, 1983). one of the company's many subsid-

iaries is ChemetaIl which processes several minor metals in-

cluding cesium, The size of the Chemetall processing

A.G.
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facility and the number of persons employed at the plant are

not known, Chemetall has been a producer of cesium primary

products using various ores for about 25 yearsi and exports

cesium products wherever a demand can be identified' except

for the COMECON3 countries and the People's Republic of Chi-

na (pers. comm., M. Bick, 1983).

Specific information about ChemetaIl's cesium sales and

demand data has been withheld for proprietary reasons.

Chemetall-'s research and development program is primarily

aimed at improving production processes aS a vray to decrease

the costs of their cesium products (pers. comm. M. Bick,

1983). Chemetall is a major world supplier of cesium com-

pounds (gg to 99.999s. purity) and also sells cesium metaL

( 99.5e" min . ) t"tetallgesellschaft' s sales representat ive in

the U.S. is Henley and Company Inc., New York.

The Roskilt ( 1 975) report stated that in the 1950's l'le-

tallgesellschaft signed a contract with the owners of the

Bernic Lake mine, ât that time Chemalloy Minerals Ltd., for

supplies of cesium minerals. Most of the present shipments

of pollucite from Bernic Lake to West Germany are probably

purchased by Metallgese1Ischaf t.

3 COI¿ECON: Communist Economy Countries.
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Other West Ger¡nen ComPanies

Besides t'letallgesellschaf t, other West German cesium produc-

er/supplier companies are E. Merck A.G., Riedel-de-Haen

À.G., and Dr. Theodor schuchardt and company. These three

companies are of secondary importance compared to MetaIlge-

sellschaft, with E. Merck probably being the strongest of

the three in terms of cesium marketing. E. Merck is a pri-

mary producer of cesium compounds and industry Sources re-

port that pollucite is used in their cesium processing fa-

citity. E. Merck's distributor in the U.S"' E. M.

chemicals, New York, is a supplier of high purity cesium

compounds. Further information about E. Merck and the other

two companies is not available.

3.5.3 United Kinqdom

The RoskiIl (1975) report stated that cesium metal and com-

pounds have been made in the U.K. since the 1930's. Pres-

ently there are two principal U. K. firms that produce and

distribute cesium products: eritish Drug Houses Ltcl. (gOH),

and Koch-Light Ltd. Both companies have distribution offic-

es nationally and internationally.

Koch-Light is now a Part of

ton). Both BDH and Koch-Líght

obtained f rom various sourcesi

the Genzyme CorPoration

process from pollucite

however, amounts of ore

( Bos-

ore

pur-

chased annually and country(ies) of pollucite origin

been withheld along with cesium sales information.
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The only known direct shipment of pollucite from Bernic

Lake to the U.K. was for about 52 t in 1972 (Tanco f iles) .

Therefore, these U.K. companies must either be drawing from

existing stocks in the U.K., or purchasing pollucite direct-

Iy from countries other than Canada or through other compa-

nies. Overal-1, industry sources report that U.l'r. invoLve-

ment in the cesium industry is minor compared to West

Germany or t,he U.S.

3.5.4 Canada

Although the world's largest reserves of pollucite are in

Canada, there are no Canadian commercial-scale cesium prima-

ry production facilities. A small chemical company in Lon-

don, Ontario, Canadian Scientific Products Ltd., had at one

time conducted some experimental work with pollucite pro-

cessing, however there have been no further developments.

(pers. comm., B. Weber, 1983-84). Mr. Weber explained that

the current cesium market is not large enough for CSP to be-

come actively involved in commercial-scaIe production of

cesium primary products on a regular basis.

If a commerciaf scale facility were to be established in

Canada for processing domestic raw materials such as pollu-

cite into cesium and other minor metal primary products

(compounds and metals), it would probably be on a similar

scale to KBI's which is very sma]I. The KBI processing fa-

cility is contained within a very small building and the
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number of employees working at the plant is estimated to be

only 25 (see section 3.5.1 ).

3.5"5 Other Countries

The most important primary producers of cesium products in

the world have been reviewed. There are probably several

other countries which have the capability of processing ces-

ium products, however they are not discussed in the litera-

ture. According to industry sources, another country which

might develop commerciaL-scaIe production of cesium primary

products is Japan. Presently, there are companies in Japan

that reprocess cesium compounds into higher purities, but

specific information is limited.

3.6 U.S. CESIUM DATA REVIEW

According to industry sources and data presented by Bascfe

(1980), the U.S. is the largest consumer of cesium. Also,

relative to other countries, the U.S. is the only country

which regularly publishes cesium-related data about its ces-

ium industry. Therefore, the objective of this section is

to present salient information about U.S. production and im-

ports of cesium raw materials (pollucite) and cesium primary

products (cesium metal and compounds). Technical informa-

tion regarding the processing of these commodities is pre-

sented in Appendix B. Unless otherwise noted, the informa-

tion presented here has been adapted from the USBM:CDS or

MCS issues published annually from 1970 to 1984.
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3.6"1 Poll ite

Although pollucite reserves exist in the U.S., domestic pro-

duction has been insignificant and therefore the U.S' relies

on imports (see section 3"3.3.1). Pollucite import sources

have been primarily from Àfrica and Canada; and from 1978 to

the present it appears that Canada has been the only suppli-

er of pollucite to the U.S. From 19b9 to 1981, the number

of poÌlucite processors ranged from 2 - 4 companies, and

plant employment for each year of the períod reported had

been estimated to be 25 persons. The 1983 and 1984 USBM:MCS

issues reported that one firm in Pennsylvania imported pol-

Iucite and accounted for all of the domestic output of cesi-

um products and plant employment was still estimated to be

25. Furthermore, pollucite yearend stocks are withheld and

export data are not available. Also, the U. S. Bureau of the

Census does not Iist potlucite imports within a category of

i ts own.

3.6.2 Cesium ComPounds and Metal

U.S. production of cesium compounds and metal is v¡ithheld,

and yearend stocks and exports are either withheld or not

available. The commodity summaries do report imports, but

the format for reporting has not been consistent over the

years. For exampfe, from 1970 to 1979 cesium imports were

designated as being in aIl forms (pollucite, compoundsf and

metal). At other times there v¡as a more specific data

breakdown of product entries. If the import percentage fig-
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ures alloted to Canada are excluded (Canada does not process

cesium metal or compounds), then West Germany would account

for the largest percentage of U.S. cesium imports. From

1978 to 1981, West Germany accounted for 95eo of cesium com-

pounds imported by the U.S. followed by the U.K. at four

precent and collectiveIy, Canada and France at one percent.

Although Canada is not a cesium processing country' there

might have been transshipments of cesium compounds through

Canada from another country (pers. comm.' T. Adams, 1984).

u.s. imports for consumption of cesium chloride (rsuse¿

No. 4185000) and Other Cesium Compounds (fSUSe No. 4185200)

are reported and separately identifiable. The published

statistics are listed by country of origin, net import quan-

tity (wt), and value in U.S. dolIars. Value is further de-

Iineated into Customs vafue, free along side (f'.e.S.) and

cost, insurance, and f reight (c.I.F. ).

U.S. imports of cesium chloride and other cesium com-

pounds were reviewed for the period 1972 1982 based on

U.S. Bureau of the Census statistics. For cesium chloride,

the data shows a steady increase in U.S. imports except for

a decrease in 1975 (rigure 3).

¿ The
( rsusa )
mission.

Tariff
is an

Schedules of the United StaLes
official publication of the U.S

Annotated
Tariff Com-
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In 1972, Lotal U.S" imports of cesium chloride were about

753 kg and by 1982 total imports were about 4,375 kg. West

Germany is the dominanL country of origin, accounting for

80-1 OOe" of U.S " imports of cesium chloride. Other source

countries of cesium chloride are not individually named be-

cause the import val-ues from each couniry average below

$5,000 per month based on cumul-ative customs value figures

for the year reported (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1982).

The total F.A.S. value (transaction value of imports at

the foreign port of exportation) in U.S. dollars was also

reviewed for each year of cesium chloride imports. The U.S.

values per kilogram of cesium chloride ranged from about

S75.60 in 1972, to a high of S127.00 in 1978, and dropped to

ç92.10 in 1982. The West German portions of these total

values tend to be higher than for the other countries, PoS-

sibly because the West German product might be of a higher

purity.

A similar data review v¡aS conducted for the category Oth-

er Cesium Compounds. However, there vtere Several unexplai-

nable inconsistencies in the data, especially for the yearS

1975, 1976, and 1977. By excluding the inconsistent data,

the foltowing general pattern emerges about total U.S. im-

ports of other cesium compounds:

1. the total import quantities fluctuate erratically

from year to year;
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2" West Germany is the dominant country of origin
( 80-.100s.) ;

3, the total F "4. S. val-ues in U. S. dollars f luctuaLe

f rom year to year but al-so show a def inite upward

trend; and

4" the U.S. value per kilogram of other cesium compounds

ranged from about $58.10 in 1972 to $88.20 in 1978,

and was $125.30 in 1982.

Industry sources and U.S. import data suggest that the

U"S. imports a substantial portion of their cesium require-

ments in the form of cesium compounds. However, U.S. im-

ports of cesium metal are probably insignificant because of

the low demand and existing domestic production capabili-

ties.

Other U.S. Cesium Data Infornation

The following list of points regarding U.S. cesium data are

also worth noting:

The USBM:CDS,MCS reports stated there have been no

U.S. government incentive or procurement (stockpile)

pr09rams;

The 1976, issue of the USBM:CDS included a new cesium

heading titled "RecycIing." According to the cDs/McS

reports from 1976 to the present, there has been no

recycling of cesiumi and

1

2
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The 1g7g issue of the USBM:MSC included a new cesium

heading titled "Net import reliance as a percent of

apparent consumption5." Col-lectively, the 1979 and

1984 i ssues stated that net import rel iance vras 1 00e"

for the years 1974 to 1984.

3 "7 CES_I_UM COMMODI TY PRI CES REVI EW

The purpose of this section is to review cesium commodity

pricing information as presented in the public literature.

The prices are based on U.S. markets and the commodities re-

viewed are pollucite, cesium compounds, and cesium metal.

3 .7 .1 PoI luc i te

Barron (1960) reported that in 1957, PoIlucite (25 to 30e"

Cs20) was valued at about ç1.10/kg of CszO (not stated but

assumed to be F.O.B. source). Barton also included the

price of ALKARB which traded at s9.55 per 100 pound bag

(about $0.21/kg) r'.O.n. San Antonio, Texas (ÀLKARB analysis

included two percent cesium carbonate).

For the period 1969 to 1976 the USBM¡CDS reports listed

the price of pollucite at $331/t which converts to $1.39/kg

of contained CszO (assuming a grade of 24e" CszO) . For the

1976 yearend, Metal BuI l etin ( in USBM: Mi ne ral s Yearbook,

1977 ) quoted the nominal price of pollucite concentrates

containing a minimum of 24e" CszO, F.O.B. Source, at $12.40

.)
J

5 Def ined as
Government and

imports - exports + adjustments for
industry stock changes.
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ro $13"00 per MTU (about 51.24 to $1.3ï/Ug CszO). From 1977

to 1981 the USBM:CDS/MCS reports listed the price of pollu-

cite at about ç441/t (or ç1 .84/kg CszO , 24e") . Crockett

(1983) reported that Metal BuI let i n quotations for pollucite

remained constant during 1982 at ç12.40 to $13.00 per MTU

(51 .24 Lo $1.30/ug cszo) n.o.s. f or 24ea Cs2o material.

The pollucite pricing and guotation figures reported by

the above mentioned secondary sources were lower and more

static compared to Tanco's price range data presented earli-

er in Table 1 1 
"

3 "7 .2 Cesium Compounds

À chemical compound (or salt) is a substance which contains

two or more different elements. Within the chemical indus-

try in general, aIl chemical- compounds must meet minimum

grade standards established by the Àmerican Chemical Socie-

ty, An important criterion used for the pricing of a chemi-

cal compound is its analysis, which indicates purity. To

produce a high purity compound, Several reprocessing steps

may be reguired. These reprocessing steps are costly and

are therefore reflected in the final sales prices.

Each major chemical company has its ovrn jargon or market-

ing descriptors to indicate the different purities of their

compounds. KBI, the largest u.s" primary producer and sup-

plier of cesium compounds, publishes pricing information

based on Technical Grade (99.0e' min) and High Purity Grade
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(99.99>" min). KBI's purest cesium compound is called Opti-

cal Grade and price quotations are available on request.

Table 1 3 shows KBI prices for selected cesium compounds in

1972 and 1983. The high purity grades are about twice the

price of the technical grades. within each grade the aver-

age price-increases between 1972 and 1983 were about 13e" for

technical and 6eo for high purity. KBI, along with most com-

panies, apply discounts to purchases greater than the base

price quantity.

Another important factor which affects the price of com-

pounds is the cost of packaging. Because KBI is a large

primary producer, the company normally sells its compounds

in kilogram units which are considered to be bulk quanti-

ties. Tf a cesium supplier or distributor requests packag-

ing in smalfer units, the producer price increases dramati-

ca1ly.
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TABLE 1 3

KBI Cesium Compound Base Price* Comparison 1972 and 1983

@o

* Base price excludes packaging costs and
k9 in 1972 and less than 23 kg in
PA.

quantities less
1983 . F.O. B.

than 46
Revere,

Source: Àdapted from KBI Div.,
Information File No. 310

Cabot Corporation, Pricing

Technical Grade
Compound 1972

( $usrlltg )
1 983

High Purity Grade
1972

( susr/¡<g )
1 983

Bromide

Carbonate

Chlor ide

Fluor ide

Hydrox ide

I od ide

61 .70

63.90

66.15

77.15

77.15

70.55

70.55

70.55

74.95

89.75

84.90

79.40

1 43.30

147 .70

1 49.90

1 65. 35

1 65.35

1 54.30

1 s3.25

153.25

1 59.85

17 6 .40

172.00

1 64.50



For example, if one-eighth pound packaging was requested,

KBI would have added $88.20/Xg to the base price in 1972

( $1 3 2.30/kg in -1983 ) ; f or one pound packaging, ç1 1 .00/kg in

1972 (522.05/kg in 1983); and for packaging in sizes greater

than 10 pounds, Do charges are added to the base price. The

packaging cost increaSes, which reflect labor intensity, are

much higher than the price increases for the actual- com-

pounds between 1972 and 1 983.

Metallgesellschaft markets cesium compounds in purities

of gge" (Pure) to 99.999e" (Highest Purity). MetaIlgeselIs-

chaft does not distribute a published catalogue of cesium

pricing information; however, price quotations may be ob-

tained from its U.S. sales representative, Henley & Co.

Inc. , New York.

Both primary producers, KBI and Metallgesel-1schaft, sell

cesium products to smaller chemicaL processors and suppli-

erS, and also directly to end-users. AIfa Products, Morton

Thiokol, Inc., is just one of several smafl u.s. chemical

companies that obtains cesium primary products from various

sources. À1fa reprocesses cesium compounds into higher

grades and packages these products into smafler units, usu-

al- Iy i n grams .

To illustrate the different grades and prices of a single

compound, cesium chloride is used as an example. Prices and

grades are based on Alfa Products' published catalogue pric-

es for the years 1975 - 1976, and 1983 1984. (rable 14).
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TÀBLE 14

AIfa Products: Cesium Chloride Purities and
1975-76, 1980-81, and 1983-84

Prices,

æ
N)

* The gram units presented are the
units are available at discounted

Source ¡

smallest offered. Larger
pr ices.

Adapted from ÀIfa Products, Morton Thiokol, rflc. ¡

Danvers, MÀ. Price Catalogues.

gram units* 1975-76 1 983-841 980-8 1Cesium Chloride

gge"

99.9e"

Ultra pure

99.9999+s"

Puratronic 99.999e"
(metal basis)

50

25

10

10

10

14.50

18.30

12.50

25. 00

16.90

19.90

12.50

29.00

1 03.00

18.40

19.20

21 .40

31.50

75.24



Tt is quite clear that the prices increase with increasing

purity" Also, with the exception of the ultrapure and Pura-

tronic Arades, price changes within a Specific purity are

not significant for the time periods reviewed. Not all com-

panies have exactly the same specifications for their prod-

ucts and therefore prices do vary and are difficult to com-

pare. It is also interesting, that over the years, a

greater selection of different cesium compounds and differ-

ent purities within each type of compound have become avail-

able to suit various end-use applications.

3.7 ,3 Cesium Metal

Cesium is a metal in its elemental form and is produced in

purities ranging from 99"0 to 99.9+e". As with compounds,

cesium metal is available in kilogram and gram units. Bar-

ton (1960) reported that cesium metal (no grade stated) in

1958 was priced at $1.10 to $5.22 pet gram depending upon

quantities and packaging. In the 1972 and 1982 issues of

USBM:CDS/MCS, cesium metal prices were ç220 to $826/kg, and

ç606/kg respectively, depending on purity and quantities

purchased.

The Callery Chemical Company in the U.S. is one of the

Iargest producers and suppliers of high purity cesium metal.

Tn January,1984, the company quoted a price of $1,140

V"S./kg for 0.454 kg to 1.814 kg (1-+ Ib) of verv high puri-

ty cesium metaI. Discounts are available for Iarger orders
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(pers. comm., J" Madaus, 1984). Furthermore, because major

precautions must be taken in handling, transporting, and

storing cesium metal, a special container must also be pur-

chased or rented (depending upon the supplier) for an addi-

tional cost. KBI and Metallgesellschaft produce cesium met-

aI but the product is of less importance, in terms of Sales,

compared to cesium compounds.

According to industry sources¡ cesium metal is more ex-

pensive relative to cesium compounds for several reasons

which include ¡

1. higher processing costs to produce a high purity met-
a1;

2. safety precautions necessary and special container
for packaging; and

3. limited demand reduces the economy of scafe.

3 .7 .4 Summary

Published information regarding pricing trends within each

cesium product group, and price differentials among these

groups, is very limited and of a general nature because of

several complex variables that must be accounted (basis, pu-

rity, quantity, etc. ). The following chart, TabIe 15, about

cesium pricing over the years is also very general for the

same reasons; but is intended to give an indication of val-

ue-added from Lhe natural resource to the primary products.
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TÀBLE 1 5

Estimated Pollucite Ore and Cesium Product Price
Selected Periods in the U.S.

Ranges for

3.8 U.S. CESTUM DEMÀND PÀTTERN

Cesium demand data are limited to the U.S. which is the

largest user country of cesium products. In the U.S., cesi-

um is cLassified into three major consumption categories:

chemical, electrical, and other, which are based on Federal

Reserve Board indicators ( see section 2.4.1) . Bascle ( 1 980 )

presented a numerical tabulation of the U.S. demand pattern

in each of the three categories for the period 1969 1979.

By calculating the demand in each category as a percentage

of total demand for each year, the general pattern is that

chemicals represent about Seo, electrical 1Seo, and other 80e".

A graphical presentation of the total U.S. cesium demand

pattern using the data in Bascle (1980) is shown in Figure

4, and includes cesiuml n demand for each category. Since

the low in 1973, ê11 three categories have been steadily in-

creasing, especially for !he category, other uses.

Year(s)
Poll.ucite, 24e"Cs20

Sus'/tg
Cesium Compounds

Techn ica 1 Grade , $US,/kq
Cesium Metal-

99.5 99.9+e" Sus

1 958

1 969-78

'I 979-81

1983

1.10

1.00-1.80

3.40-3.95

2.40-5.50

49-61

5f-84

63-82

70-90

1 *5/s

zzo-azs/us

600-7 20 /k9
eoo ttao/u.s
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U"S. cesium demand in 1978 $tas reported to be 8'984 kg of

recoverabl-e cesium versus 9,982 kg of cesium by the rest of

the world (BascIe, 1980). A 1978 cesium world demand total

of '18,965 kg of recoverabf e cesium is approximately equiva,

lent to 155 t of pollucite (assuming 24eo conlained CszO and

an inferred6 Usgt'l cesium recovery estimate of 54e" from pol-

lucite). From 1969 to 1979, U.S. imports of pollucite con-

centrates total-led 101,200 Ib (45,903 kg) of cesium which

converts to about 376 t pollucite (24e" CszO). Tanco files

indicate that Tanco exported approximately 366 t of poIlu-

cite to the U.S. during the same period, therefore the fac-

tor of 54e" seems reasonable.

From 1969 to 1979,, U.S. imports of compounds/meta1 to-

talled 65,500 lb (29,710 kg) cesium content. Assuming a

cesium compound yield of 71eo from CszO, âs indicated by in-

dustry sources, ât least 177 t of pollucite (24e" CszO) would

be required to produce 29,710 kg of cesium. Therefore,

about 553 t (376+177) of pollucite would have to have been

processed to supply U.S. cesium demand from 1969 to 1979.

U"S. cesium demand (chemical, electrical, and other) from

1969 ro 1979 totalled 132,600 tb (60,146 kg) cesium content

or at least 358 t of pollucite (24e" Cszo). The difference

between U.S. cesium import demand and total U.S. cesium de-

mand for the period 1969 to 1979 (316+177-358) vras a surplus

6 See Appendix C for assumption explanations and sample
calculat ions.
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approximately equivalent to 195 t of pollucite" This

surplus may indicate unprocessed pollucite/exports of cesium

primary products/calculation factor errors.

3.9 CURRENT CESIUM END_USES AND CONSUMPTION

There vrere practically no industrial applications for cesium

until qjrçA 1926 when it came into use as a coating on tung-

sten vacuum-tube filaments (earton, 1960). In subsequent

decades, more knowledge about cesiumrs properties accumulat-

ed and the availability of cesium also increased. The larg-

est portion of cesium consumption, past and present, occurs

in the field of research and development.

The published literature outlining the end-uses for cesi-

um is mostly restricted to USBM publications such as Mineral

Facts and Problems and Mineral Commoditv Profiles. Other

useful informaLion sources are Van Nost randts Scientific En-

q-Yç-I-op-e-die, Kirk l- hme r Encyc looedia of Chemical Technoloqv,

and the Roskill (1975) report. Most of the cesium end-uses

list.ed in these publications are generalJ.y the same and usu-

aIly number less ihan twenty. Having reviewed the published

literature about cesium end-uses, and after consufting with

industry Sources and research scientists involved with cesi-

unìr the major uses for cesium presently are:

1

2

Photoemi ss i ve

Scintillation

devices;

crystals; and
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3 " Density gradient sol"utions.

3.9.1 Photoemissive Devices

Very simply, photoemission represents the conversion of a

photon (1ight particle) into free electrons. The phenomenon

of photoelectric emission was first observed in 1887" Then

in 1889, Elster and Geitel discovered that a photoelectric

effecL can be produced by visible light in alkali metaLs.

The potential uses of photoemission for practical applica-

tions, especially photometry, were reaLized; but the low

quantum efficiency of the materials Iimited their useful-

ness. After 1929, material efficiency Ìimitations vrere

overcome by the discovery of the silver-oxygen-cesium (ag-O-

Cs),photoemitter which exceeded the previously used materi-

ais by two orders of magnitude in guantum efficiency. Fur-

thermore, the Àg-Q-Cs photoemitter was sensitive to the

whole visible spectrum including the near infrared (Sommer,

1968).

The Ag-o-cs cathode is referred to in the industry as the

s-1. The s-designation was developed in the early 1940's by

the Joint Electron Devices Engineering Council (¡EOUC) to

indicate spectral responses. Since the S-1 cathode, there

have been over thirty other photocathodes developed which

contain cesium. However, âI1 cesium containing cathodes may

be grouped into five basic types with examples of S-designa-

tions:

1 Silver-oxygen-cesium
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2

a
J

4

5

Ces i um-ant imony

S i lver-bi smuth-oxygen-ces i um

Potas s i um-ces i um-an t imony

Sod i um-pota ss i um-ant imony-ces i urn

(csssb)

( ag-n i -o-cs )

( n zcssb )

(Haznsb;cs)

s-4,5,11 ,21

s-1 0

no S-number

s-20,25

Source: Adapted from Engstrom, (1980).

As a result of the Àg-O-Cs cathode, the main interest in

photoemission changed from scientific research to practicai

applications. The first important use was the reproduction

of sound from fiIm, followed by varíous photoemissive de-

vices such as the photomultiplier, iconoscoPê, and image or-

thicon in televisions. For practical applications, Sommer

(1968) divided photoemissive devices into two classes: radi-

ation detectors; and imaging tubes.

Radiation Detec lors

Radiation detectors consist either of photodiodes or photo-

multipliers (depending on end-use), each of which also house

a photocathode. In addition, photomultipliers also consist

of dynodes. One of the most common dynode materials is ces-

ium antimonide (CssSb) which is also an important photoca-

thode material. Therefore, cesium becomes incorporated into

photocathodes, which are common to photodiodes and photomul-

tipliers, and also in the dynodes of photomultipliers.
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The photomultiplier is a versaLiLe and sensitive detector

of radiant energy in the ultraviolet, visible, and near in-

frared regions of Lhe electromagnetic spectrum (nngstrom'

1980). The photomultiplier is the most practicaf detector

available for many applications' Early applications of the

photomultiplier were in astronomy and spectroscopy because

the effective quantum efficiency of the photomultiplier was

at l-east 10 times that of photographic f ilm (Engstrom'

1 980 ) . Dur ing WorId War I I , photomult ipl iers were used for

radar jamming and scintillation counting. A partial list of

major applications for photomultipliers presently include:

- sc int i llat ion count ing

- computerized tomographic X-ray scanners (C-r scanner)

gamma-ray and positron cameras

- spectrophotometry

- colorimetry

- photometry

- densitometry

- spectrometry

radi omet ry

- radioimmunoassay (nra)

f Iuoromet ry

laser detection

- high speed inspection and process control

- time movement (cesium beam frequency and time standards)
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Most of these devices are standard

Lies, hospitals, industry, and the

equipment in universi-

mi 1i tary .

I_maq i no Tubes

The purpose of an imaging tube is to convert an optical
(visible or invisible) image into a corresponding electron

image via a photocathode (Sommer, 1968). There are two

types of imaging tubes: direct viewing image tubes (image

converLor tube and image intensifier tubes), and camera

tubes.

The most common application for imaging tubes are televi*

sion cameras. Camera tubes are used for special applica-

tions such as infrared detection which is an important mili-

tary use, as well as in medical diagnostic procedures.

Commercial applications for imagíng devices include: (1 )

parts inspectionì (2) reproduction of motion pictures and

slides; (3) optical character recognition; and (4) scanning

written or printed material, such as supermarket checkout

systems (Engstrom, 1 980 ) .

3.9..1 .1 Cesium Consumption

Cesium is an essential input for the production of photoem-

issive devices such as photocathodes and photomultipliers.

Cesium compounds commonly used in the manufacture of photo-

cathodes are cesium chromate and cesium dichromate. These

compounds are reduced to produce a cesium vapor which then
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coats a very thin layer (about 260-350 Angstroms) onto the

cathode screen (Sommer, 1968). Àlthough photoemissive de-

vices are extremely important and used extensively in a va-

riety of applications, the amount of cesiunì required for

such purposes is not great.

There are less than 1 5 major companies in the free-worl'd

producing photoemissive devices. Two.of the largest photo-

multiplier tube producers are RCA in the U.S., and Hamamatsu

in Japan" According to two industry sources directly in-

volved in the production of photomultiplier tubes, total

cesium consumption by all these companies is estimated to be

Iess than 150 kg annuaIly. However, the RoskilI (1975) re-

port stated that at most, U.S. consumption of cesium com-

pounds in 1972 in electronic devices was probably in the re-

gion of 1,270 kg. Petkof (1975) reported that in 1973 about

400 kg of cesium, and Bascle (1980) reported that in 1978

about 1,350 kg of cesium vtere used for electrical purposes

in the U.S. The difference between the published and indus-

try Source demand estimates for cesium in efectrical appli-

cations is large indeed and suggests that the electrical

category includes more appLications than photocathodes and

photomult ipl iers alone.

The USBM (BascIe, 1980) forecast of U.S. cesium demand in

electrical end-uses in the year 2000 v¡as for a high of about

453,600 kg; and if the development of magnetohydrodynamics

( see section 3.1 0 .2.1) is excluded, then a low of about
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3,600

mand

more

kg is forecast" The researcher considers a

for electrical purposes approaching the low

plaus i bte .

cesium de-

f oreca st

3. 9.2 Scj¡_Lj lleËpn Crvstals

A scintitlation crystat (or phosphor) is a materiaL able to

convert energy lost by ionizing radiation into puì-ses of

Iight. The light pulses produced may be ampiified and used

to determine the amount of energy deposited in the crystal.

Scintillators, or scintillation counters are widellz used in

gamma-ray detection and spectrometry (Harshaw Chemical Co.,

1978) "

There are four general types of scintillators used for

gamma-ralz and charged particle detection: organic crystals,

inorganic crystals, Iiquids, and plastics. Inorganic crys-

tals are the most common types used because of their high

gamma-stopping power and high light output. The most popu-

Iar scintill-at.or material- is the inorganic crystal thallium-

activated sodium iodide (¡¡af (T1) ) which covers a spectral

range from about 350 to 500 nanometers (nm) with a maximum

at about 4,100 nm (Engstrom, 1980).

Depending on application requirements, the inorgani'c

crystal cesium iodide (tfrallium or sodium activated) is a

rugged scintillator noted for high gamma-stopping power and

resistance to thermal and mechanical shock. The Harshaw

Chemical Company (1978) reported that compared to NaI(tl)'
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cesium iodide (Csf) is relatively soft and plastic and is

easily fabricated into a variety of useful detector geome-

tries. Furthermore, because of its rugged character, CsI

has been exLensively applied to oil-we11 logging, satellite-

borne radiation detectors, and military science where severe

environmental conditionS are frequently encountered. Both

the thallium activated form CsI(T1) and sodium activated

form CsI(Na) are damaged by moisture, and therefore direct

conLact with water/nign humidity must be avoided. Crystals

of cesium fluoride (Csf') are also used for special scintil-

lation applications.

3.9.2"1 Cesium Consumption

One of the largest manufacturerS of scintillation crystals

in the world is the Harshaw Chemical Co. in Ohio. Crystals

manufactured at Harshaw are available in several dimensions

such as, in inches: 1x1, 2x2,3x3, 8x4,8x8; custom orders

are afso fabricated. Harshavr safeS representatives stated

that the na(fI) cryst.al is the most commonly purchased crys-

tal in the industry because of its versatility and price.

For comparison, a 1x'1 NaI (TI ) crystal was guoted at 5142

versus ç425 for CsI(T1) or (Na). The CsI crystal is higher

priced primarily because cesium sal-ts are costlier and the

crystal growth period is longer. Harshaw's purchases of

compounds for crystal manufa.cturing and scintillator sales

data are proprietary.
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According to industry sources, the major end-use demand

areas for scintillation crystals are medical diagnostic in-

Struments and industrial uSeS such as process control. Uni-

verSities and other research institutions also purchase sim-

ilar type devices. Tndustry sources estimate that less than

10,000 kg of CsI are purchased annually for the production

of scintillation crystals and that the scintillation crystal

market is strengthening.

Cesium iodide is afso manufactured into optical crystals

such as cell windows and infrared prisms. There are over 25

different types of crystal materials to choose from with

cesium-type crystals, such as CsI, being very effective in

the infrared region. For a price comparison, a Harshaw

safes representative quoted ç92.40 for a CsI optical crystal

1" diameter x 5 mm, compared to $9.45 for a commonly pur-

chased NaCl crystal (same dimensions). Because cesium-type

optical crystals are used in a limited number of special ap-

plications, industry sources report that demand is smaII and

estimate cesium compound reguirements for optical crystals

to be less than 300 kg annualtY.

3.9.3 Densitv Gradient Ultracentrifuqation

Ul-tracentrifugation is a laboratory technique for the sepa-

ration and identification of macromolecules such as pro-

teins, subcellular organelles, and nucleic acids. Density

gradient separation is a type of ultracentrifugation in
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which the gradient-forming material is usually cesium chlo-

ride (CsCt) (uccaIl and Potter, 1973). Ðensity gradients

are used in centrifugal separations in several vrays. How-

ever, they may be categorized as being eithel: preformed

(prepared with sucrose solutions), or self-generating (pre-

pared with a salt of a heavy alkali metal). Each type of

gradient has its advantages and disadvantages, and choice of

gradient depends on the kind of protein being separated and

the type of information being collected.

The use of self-generating gradients for isopycnic sepa-

rations results in systems which are in true equilibrium
(tqcCaII and Potter, 1973). Cesium chloride was chosen ini-

tially by Meselson, Stahl, and Vinograd in 1957 because of

its high solubitity and high density. when a concentrated

CsCl solution (8.0 molar (U)) is centrifuged to equiLibrium,

the CsCl becomes distributed in a linear gradient down the

tube. At the iop of a 1-cm column tube, the density of the

solution is about 1.55 g/nl and at the bottom about 1.80

g/nl (lehninger , 1975). When DNÀ is present during forma-

tion of such a gradient, it concentrates into a stable band

at that position in the tube at which the buoyant density is

exactly equal to the density of the CsCl solution. Lehning-

er (1975) explains that CsCl gradients are widely used to

determine the buoyant density of DNA molecul-es because such

measurements provide valuable information on the base compo-

sition of the DNÀ specimen.
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3.9.3"1 Cesium ConsumPtion

During the past decade, there have been many scientific ad-

vances in the field of genetic engineering involving both

plant and animal ceIIs. Universities, medical research or-

ganizations (especiall-y cancer research) ' and private re-

search companies are alI actively conducting experiments in

protein chemistry and ceIl biology. Because nucleic acid

(nNa anC RNA) separation is a fundamental' procedur. 'in these

disciplines, the use of cesium compounds such as CsCl has

become weIl established.

Standard CsCI Solutions as prepared in research labs for

density gradient separations range from 6-8 M (pers. comm.'

Dr. R. Matusik, and J. Condino, 1984). An I M CsCl solution

is eguivalent to about 1 g of CsCI/mI of solution. There-

fore a 1 litre solution of CsCl will contain approximately

1"3 kg of CsCl. According to estimates prepared by re-

searchers who use CsCl solutions, a fuI1-time laboratory

woufd use about 10 I of CsCI sotution annually which re-

quires about 13 kg of CsCl- compound to prepare (technical

grade or high purity). Furthermorer researchers and indus-

try Sources estimate that consumption of CsCI compounds for

density gradient v¡ork in the U.S. and Canada alone to be ap-

proximately 10'000 kg annualIY.

After a solution of CsCI has been used in an experiment,

the solution is usually dumped. Technical procedures are

available to recover the CsCI from the contaminated soLu-
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tion, however, it is not a common practice because it is Ia-
bor int.ensive and therefore costly. Demand for CsCl is ex-

pected to continue as long as there is research activity in

DNA separation. A decrease in CsCl demand may occur if:

2

the recovery of CsCl from used sol-utions becomes a

common practice; and

the technology of density gradient separation becomes

supplanted by another separation technique which does

not require CsCI.

Overal1, the greatest demand

CsCl compound for end-use in

gation.

1

for cesium is in

density gradient

the form of

ultracentrifu-

3.9.4 U.S. Cesium Consumption Summary

The major applications for cesium are in photoemissive de-

vices, scintillation crystals, and density gradient ul-tra-
centrifugation solutions. These applications primarily in-
corporate cesium compounds and to a lesser extent, cesium

metal. Co1lectively, the above three applications for cesi-
um currently account for approximately 25,000 kg of cesium

compounds in the U.S. annually. According to the assump-

tions presented in Appendix C, about 150 t of pollucite
(CszO) would be required to produce 25,000 kg of cesium com-

pounds. An annual pollucite consumption rate of 150 t to
satisfy U.S. cesium demand is reasonable based on Tanco pol-
lucite shipment data presented earlier in Table 10.
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3.9.5 Other Reported Uses for Cesium

Several other possible applícations for cesium are reported

in the general literature. One application in particular,

ion propulsion engines, is often reported to incorporate

cesium.

lonic Engines

Next to MHD, one" of the most often reported uSeS for cesium

was and contínues to be in ion propulsion engines. The ion-

ization of aIkali vaporS on hot surfaces, Pârticularly cesi-

um on tungsten, has been extensively studied based on the

initial work by oberth (1929). During the late 1950's and

early 1960's, several types of contact ion engines were

ready for preliminary testing in the U.S. as a means for re-

liable Space'propulsion (Brewer , 1966) . Cesium v¡as used be-

cause it is easily ionized by moderate heating, and its high

atomic weight results in a high propulsion force (Giannini,

1961).

Às promising as cesium ion engines appeared, there were

also several problems. Researchers at NÀSA Lewis stated

that experiments with ion engines during the past 10 years

showed that:

2

1. cesium ion

there were
charge; and

cesium did not have an overalL performance as good as
mercury, xenon, of argon.

engines were

difficulties
chemically unstablei

in isolating the electric

)
J
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Therefore, cesium ion engines are no longer considered to be

viable for space propulsion systems (pers. comm., B. Kers-

lake, 1983).

Other Research

À partial l-ist of other activities in cesium research Ín-

cludes the following:

-1 . thermion ic devices: Van Nostrand's Scientif ic Ency-

et al-. (1981), Roskillclopedía (1983d), Zykov,

crystal infrared fibers: Mimura, et al

3. ferroelectrÍc materials: (1e82),

2

4

(1975);

s inqle
(1e82);

Lines and Glass (1977);

cancer research: Pinsky

Plascak, et aI.

and

et al. (1983).

Cancer research involving the use of cesium is of partic-

ular interest. As early as 1933, the stable isotope 13395

was reported as having antitumor effects (wrigtrt and Graham,

1933 ) . Further reports of antitumor properties I.Iere report-

ed by Messiha, et al. (1979).

During Lhe past few years, an interdisciplinary project

initiated by researches at the University of Manitoba has

been investigating the effects of 133çs and 13265 in cancer

ceI1s. Stable cesium ion (tsrç") as chloride salt and the

positron emitter l32gs (produced via proton beam bombard-
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ment of a tssg=ç1 target) were administered to test enimals

in various experiments: Pinsky eL aI. (1983), Pinsky and

LaBella (1982), Pinsky, et al. (t981 ). The resuLts of

these preliminary experiments have led the researchers to

conclude that 133ç" has a genuine antitumor effect and that

cesium is taken up preferentially in malignant tissue. Fur-

thermore, tt'Cs might be suitable in cancer therapy and ear-

ty detection as wel-I as a unique anLitumor agent (Pinsky et

â1., 1983).

rn several communications (1983-1984) with or. Pinsky, he

cautioned that many more experiments must be performed, and

that cesium is just one of several elements currently being

investigated by cancer researchers worldwide.

3.1 O POTENTIAL END_USES FOR CESIUM

The primary objective of this section is to outline the ma-

jor research progects which may create substantial increases

in demand for cesium. Based on information in the litera-

ture, and communications with industry sources and research

scientists, there are two areas of research in which cesium

is a candidate material. The research projects are: cata-

lysts and catalytic promoters in the immediaLe future; and

magnetohydrodynamics in the more distant future (after

2000 ) .
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3.1 0.1 Catalvst Research

Simply def ined, a catalyst is a subst,ance that accelerates a

chemical reaction by providing an easier pattrway, without

itself being used up in the reaction" The catalyst is in-
volved in the reaction, however it. is regenerated in its
original form (nickerson, êt a1., 1974). Catalysts were

first developed at the turn of the century and are presently

a billion dollar a year business (Stiles, 1983). The two

most important groups which consume catalysts are the petro-

leum and chemical industries.

Cesium, as well as the other alkali metal-s, is used in

catalytic processes which include: oxidation, amination,

alkylation, and dimerization, to name a few. One of the

earfiest processes that included the use of cesium vras the

synthesis of methanol-, and was patented by Fischer and

Tropsch in 1922 (Stiles, 1982). The catalysts which were

claimed by Fischer and Tropsch were elemental nickel, siI-
verf copper and iron, and more specifically, iron plus cesi-
um and rubidium hydroxides.

Presently, both the petroleum and chemical industries are

actively involved in either the development of new catalysts
for novel purposes, or catalyst modifications for existing
processes (van Nostrand's Scientif ic Encycl-opedia, 1993a).

After reviewing the current scientific literature and U.S.

Patent Abstracts, as well as communicating with industry

sources, there are at least two principal chemical processes
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in which cesium is receiving serious attention. In the pe-

trol-eum industry, cesium is being investigated as a catalyt-

ic promoter in the reaction: ethylene to ethylene oxide

(nO). In the chemical industry, cesium is being tested for

use in the synthesis of. methyl methacrylate (¡a¡e).

Ethylene te Et¡T-l€_p_e Oxide

Although there are few direct end-uses for ethylene (C2Ha),

it is a very important petrochemical feedstock in terms of

quantities used and economic value. Ethyl-ene is the feeds-

tock for ethylene oxide, ethyl alcohol, ethylbenzene, ethyl

chloride, ethylene dichloride, and polyethylene most of

which are used to produce hundreds of other end-products

(van Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia, 1 9B3b) .

A commercially important production reaction is the con-

version of ethylene to EO. EO is a very high-tonnage chemi-

cal with about 1.8 million t consumed annually as follows:

60eo for the manufacture of ethylene g1ycol glycoI

being an antifreeze compound as well as a raw materi-

al for the production of polyethylene terephthalate

used in the manufacture of polyester fibers;

1zeo for preparation of surfactants;

ïeo for the manufacture of ethanolamines;

1Oeo for Lhe production of ethylene glyco]s for use in

plasticizers, solvents, and lubricants; and

2

3

4
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5 lOeo for making glyco] ethers which are used

fuei additives and solvents (van Nostrand's

ic Encyclopedia, 1 983c ) .

as jet-

Scientif-

The conversion of ethylene to EO is by an oxidation reac-

tion which occurs in the presence of e silver catalyst. The

major petroleum companies are trying to enhance the conver-

sion process by improving the catalyst. The silver catalyst

is supported by porous alumina, with cesium or other types

of alkali metals such as I( and Rb used as promoters (U.S.

PaLents, 4374260, 4356312, 4350616) . Detailed information,

such as the amount of alka1i metal used, its form (compound/

metal-), and catalyst Iife, is proprietary and therefore the

cesium requirements are difficult to determine.

An

silver

indication of the amount of alka1i metal used in a

the patent abstract the inventors stated:
catalyst is presented for U.S. Patent 4356312. In

"when supported silver materials are being pre-
pared, dãposits of f rom about 4.0 x .1 0-5 to about
8.0 x 10-3 gram equivalent weights per kilogram of
finished product of ionic, higher alkali metals,
i.e., ionic potassium, rubidium, ot cesium simul-
taneously with the deposit of silver improves the
selectivity of these materials as catalysts Íor
ethylene oxide production. "

For U.S. Patent 4350616, the inventor stated that the silver

catalyst can be improved by impregnating the silver-contain-

ing support with a solution of cesium compound.

For silver catalysts which have already been used, the

inventors for U.S. Patents 4335014 and 4391735 stated that 1
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to 1000 partsr

rubidium, or a

catalyst.

per 1 million parts

mixture Lhereof, is
of catalyst of cesium,

deposited on the washed

The amounts of cesium reguired to promote the si.lver ca-

talyst, âs indicated by the patent abstracts, are minute.

But for large processes such as ethylene to EO, there is a

potential for increased cesium demand. Other aIkaIi metals

such as potassium and rubidium are also being investigated.

Therefore, to effectively employ alkali metal-s in the silver
catalyst, the economic and performance factors of each alka-

Ii metal will have to be evaluated by the catalyst manufac-

t,urers.

Methvl Methac rylate

MethyJ- methacrylate (ynqe) is an organic compound with end-

uses which include cast sheet, surface coatings, and molding

and extrusion compounds. MMA is also used in the automotive

industry and in commercial construction for display cases,

signs and light.ing (Chemical Marketing Reporter, 1983). The

Chemical Marketing Reporter (1983) also stated that MMÀ is

about a 544,000 t business per year in the U.S. alone.

MMÀ is typically manufactured by the acetone cyanohydrin

(acH) process which makes use of surplus hydrogen cyanide

which is generated in acrylonitrile plants (nakamr.¡ra and

rchihashi, 1980). Nakamura and rchihashi (1980) also stated

that the demand for acrylonitrile is expected to be weak,
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therefore less hydrogen cyanide wiIl be produced, and an ox-

idat.ion process wilI probably replace the ACH process. Ai

(1981) stated that increased attention has been given to im-

proving oxidation catalysts for the direct oxidation of me-

thacrolein (uacr) to methacrylic acid (uee) and ultimately

to MMA. Ài (1981) further reported that more than 100 pat-

ents have appeared concerning oxidation catalysts for MMA

production.

Most of the catalysts proposed for the direct oxidation

of MAcr Lo MÀA are heteropollz compounds containing both mol-

ybdenum and phosphorous as essential elements. The most im-

portant heteropoly compound being investigated is
1 2-molybdophosphor ic ac id HsPMo t z0 q o, ( 1 Z-tfpa ) . Of part icu-

lar importance is that 12-MPA is a reasonable catalyst on

its own, but Nakamura and Ichihashi (1980) found that it

showed the highest performance when a part of its protons

vüere replaced by potassium, cesium, or thaIlium.

Specific information about the use of cesium in 12-MPÀ

catalysts for MMA production is proprietary. In a recenL

(1984) communication with a catal-yst researcher actively in-
volved in MMÀ research, the researcher stated that various

cesium compounds may be used such as cesium nitrate and ces-

ium hydroxide in very small amounts, possibly a few per-

cent. He also added that, because cesium compounds are more

expensive than other al-kaIi compounds, substitution may re-

su1t.
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In the early steps of MMA production by oxidation, isobu-

tene (i-C4) may be used and therefore the entire oxidation

process is referred to as C+ technology. The Chemical Mar-

keting Reporter (1983) reported that Mitsubishi brought on

stream an MMÀ unit that operates via C¿ oxidation at the end

of 1982; and that another company, Rohm and Haas, has also

been considering construction of a plant using C+ technolo-

gv.

3. 10.2 Maqnetohvdrodvnamics

Magnetohydrodynamics (uHn) is the term used to describe

electric generating Systems which obtain power from conduct-

ing fluids as they move through magnetic fields (Roddis, et

â1_., 1969). Conductivity is enhanced when cesium/potassium

are injected because of their high ionization potentials.

The interest in MHD arises because the thermal energy in a

gas or Iiquid is converted directly into electric pov¡er

without the need for a turbine or rotating generator. The

Iack of moving parts in contact with the hot working fluids

simplifies the system and permits higher temperatures to be

used, therefore facilitating higher plant efficiencies
(volkman, 1983).

MHD electrical power generation was first recognized by

Micheal Faraday as being technically feasible during his

original investigation of electromagnetic induction in 1831

(nudins, 1974). The first modern recorded attempt to devel-
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op an MHD generator was conducted at the Westinghouse Re-

search Laboratories bef ore and during World l.Iar I I . Rudins

(1974) reported that several preliminary studies of the MHD

povler generation process were made in the U.S" in the late

1950's; and interest vras expressed by commercial electric
power systems organízaLions and the U.S. Department of De-

fense. In addition, with the advent of the U.S. space pro-

gram, NASÀ also established interest. Today, MHD is being

actively investigated by over 20 countries, especially the

U.S., U.S.S.R., and The Netherlands. Several different pow-

er systems using MHD have been proposed depending primarily

on the cycles and fluids used (Roddis, et al., 1969). The

two most developed MHD systems are open-cycIe and closed-cy-

cle, and cesium is a potential input materiaL for both, ês-

pec iaIly the cl-osed-cycIe.

3.10.2.1 Open-CycIe MHD

General Operation

In open-cycle MHD power generation, the working fluid is

seeded gaseous combustion products. À fossil fuel, such as

natural 9âs, petroleum, or coa1, is burned in preheated oxy-

gen-enriched compressed air to produce temperatures in the

range of 2,700" to 3,300oC. The hot gases are seeded with

an easily ionized element such as cesium or potassium to in-

crease conductivity. The ionízed gases (plasma) are then

accelerated at high velocity using nozzle systems and flow

into a cooled chamber called the MHD channel. The MHD chan-
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nel- is surrounded by a magnetic field (S-Z Tesl-a) produced

by a super-conducting magnet. Electrodes, situated on op-

posing walls of the channel, provide electrical contact be-

tween the flow and an external load thereby permitting DC

electric current flov¡. The DC power can be used directly
(industrial applications), or it can be transferred to in-

verters and then to the external AC power system.

When the gas-flow leaves the generator channel, the elec-

trical conductivity is too low for efficient MHD conversion,

but the temperatures are stitl very high (about 2040"C).

The remaining energy in the gas is used to generate steam

which in turn is used to drive conventional turbine ÀC gen-

erators. Before the gas-flow is released through the stack

to the atmosphere, the aIkaIi seed is recovered and recycled

(Melcher, 1977). Figure 5 is a schematic of a combined MHD

(topped) and steam turbine (bottomed) electical generation

system.

Efficiency

The principal reason f.or developing MHD technology is to in-

crease energy conversion efficiencies. When assessing the

performance of a system, efficiency may apply to thermody-

namic efficiency, povrer plant efficiency, ot the more gener-

al term, overall energy efficiency (Tsu, et a1. 1976). For

more information about MHD channel performance and efficien-

cy, ref er to Sv¡allom ( 1981 ) .
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Most standard coal-fired steam generatorS have overafl-

efficiencies of 30-35eo dependin.g on the size of the plant

and the amount of pollution control devices incorporated

into the System, Nuclear polrer plants have efficiencies

less than 3Seo (t'telcher , 1977 ) . A medi um scale commerc ial

MHD powerplant of 500 Megawatts electr ical (t"tWe ) , which

would be a combined cycle (t'tHO topped and steam turbine bot-

tomed), is expected to have an overall plant efficiency of

about 45eo. Gross povrer from the MHD section would be 18-20e"

of thermal input (pers. comm., R. Carrington, 1983). Dr.

Carrington further explained that the larger the plant síze,

the greater the efficiency; and potentially, a combined cy-

cIe efficiency greater than 50eo may be attained. OveraII,

it appears that the performance development of steam-turbine

slzstems has reached its upper limits; and only by combining

steam cycles with other conversion systems can significant

efficiency increases be obtained (Rudins, 1974).

Besides increased efficiency, there are many more ben-

efits that MHD technology offers such as: reduced sulfur,

carbon dioxide, and nitrogen emissions; lower heat rejec-

tion; Iess cooling wateri no moving partsi and improved fos-

siI fuel utilization, to name a few. the MHD literature is

voluminous and should be reviewed for more detailed informa-

tion. The principal objective of this section is to review

and aSSesS the potential for cesium aS a seed material in

open-cycle MHD.
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Cesium and Open-CvcIe MHD

A critical step in the operation of the MHD cycle is the

seeding of the hot combustion gases with either potassium,

cesium, or both. Cesium and potassium have the ability to

loose their electrons very easily hence increasing the con-

ductivity of the working fluid. Because cesium has an ioni-
zation potential of 3.89 electron volts (eV), compared with
4.34 eV for potassium, a åesium seeded combustion plasma

will exhibit a greater electrical conductivity than a potas-

sium-seeded plasma.

For potassium seeding, various types of compounds can be

used but the most common ones reported for open-cycle MHD

research are potassium carbonate (KzCOs) and sulfate
(Kzsog). In regards to cesium seeding, Townsend (1972) re-
ported that cesium oxÍde from pollucite can be used for
makeup seed rather than cesium carbonate (CszCOs) which

would require very high processing costs. Hoover et aI.
(1976) of glestinghouse Electric Corporation used CszCO3 for
the initial seed input and make-up seed was supplied as an

ore containing 25e" cesium. Therefore, cesium-rich pollucite
ore could be used directly for open-cycIe MHD.

In a major USBM report that investigated the use of cesi-
um/potassium seeding, Bergman and Bienstock (1972) stated

that on an atomic basis, mole for mole, a cesium-seeded coal

combustion plasma has a 50 to 100e. higher conductivity than
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potassium at customary MHD open-cycIe plasma seeding Ievels.
On a weight basis, pound for pound, a cesium-seeded plasma

has a 5 to 30e" higher conductivity than potassium. The lev-
el of conducLivity is very important because aL a high con-

ductiviLy level (which is attained with cesium) the working

temperaLures do not have to be as hígh, therefore material

stress is reduced (pers. comm., R. Carrington, 1983). The

enhanced electrical- conductivity from cesium translates into
savings in maLerial costs, and improvements in equipment

performance; hence, lower capital investment costs for cen-

traL-station MHD povrer generation (Bergman and Bienstock,

1972). AlLhough cesium is clearly the preferred material

for conductivity enhancement, there are major drawbacks from

using pure cesium seeding. As outlined by Bergman and Bien-

stock (1972), the three obstacles are:

higher seed cost and lower seed recovery;

lower sulfur removal effectiveness; and

limited supplies of cesium.

To achieve equivalent Level-s of conductivity, Bergman and

Bienstock (1972) calculated it would cost approximately five
times as much for cesium seeding compared to the cost of po-

tassium seeding. The price factor of five was based on a

cost of 5 cents/tA. K2SOa¡ and 50 cents/tA for Csz0 from

pollucite ore. Assuming a 98e" seed-recovery efficiency as

1

2

3

Seed Cost and Recoveryl_
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being adequate for MHD, Lhey stated that cesium recovery
would have to be at least gg.6e" efficient for seeding costs
to be competitive with potassium. Currently, KzSOq was

quoted at about 10 cents/ta, and cszO may range from about

$1.50 to over $2.s0/Lb. The price differentiars for these
two compounds have increased severaL times. Thereforef ces-
ium seed make-up costs would be uneconomic at current prices
compared to potassium. rn addition, present day particulate
colrection technorogy cannot satisfactorily meet such high
rat,es of seed recovery ef f ic iency.

carrington stated that current projeciions for K recovery
are in the order of 95-97>". Furthermore, cs recovery is ex-
pected to be in the same range as K; but there is far less
information concerning cesium recovery to accurately project
cesium recovery efficiencies (pers. comm., R. carrington,
1984).

2. Sulfur Removal

one of the major polrution products which resul_t from fossil
fuel combustion is the emission of surfur dioxide (sor¡. In
fossil fuel MHD, s0z emissions are practicalJ-y eliminated
because of their reaction with the seed materiar. rn a con-
ceptuar design study of potential earry commercial MHD-steam

power plants, Hars et ar. (1981) designed a plant that sat-
isfied u.s. New source porlution standards (¡tsps) require-
menLs which necessitate Toeo removal of the surfur contained
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in the coal-type used (Montana Rosebud). The researchers

stated that complete sulfur removal appears practicable be-

cause of the high chemical affinity of potassium seed to

sulfur. In addition, there is a system for regenerating the

seed, in thís case, potassium carbonate (t<rc0. ) f rom the

ash, and then eventually producing elemental sulfur.

I^fith pure cesium seeding, Bergman and Bienstock (1972)

reported that sulfur removal would not be as effective aS

with potassium because normal cesium seeding leve1s are too

Iow. Therefore, a flue-gas scrubbing process would have to

be incorporated into the system. The additional expense for

sul-fur removal would negat.e economic aains from plasma con-

ductivity improvement by the use of cesium.

3. Cesium Supplv

The most ser i ous obstac l-e to pure ces i um seedi ng i s the I im-

ited known supply of pollucite. Bergman and Bienstock

(1972) illustrated this point by explaining that a potential

1,000 Mhle coal-f ired open-cycle MHD povrer plant operating

with a seeding level of 0.70 lb-mole cszO/ton (0.70 kg-mole/

tonne ) coal and a seed recovery ef f ic iency of 99c" woul-d an-

nually require 3,450,000 1b ('1 ,565,000 kg) of Csz0 make-up

seed. They also stated that the world's largest deposit, at

Bernic Lake, has known reserves of 150 million Ib

( 68,040,000 kg) of Csz0. Therefore ' one Iarge povrer plant

would consume about 2.3>o of the Cs20 at Bernic Lake annual-
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Iy. The researcher recalculated the problem based upon the

Bernic Lake reserves reported in Crouse, et aI. (1979) of.

350,000 tonnes of pollucite grading 23.3e" Csz0. The recal-

culation of annual consumption of Csz0 at Bernic Lake vlas

1 "geo which is still an extremely high consumption rate.

Townsend (1972) also reported that pollucite reserves at

,Bernic Lake wouLd be depleLed quickly if cesium were used in

open-cycle MHD.

Based on further investigations by Bergman and Bienstock

(1972) , t.hey concluded that a mixed potassium-cesium ratio

of 85 mole eo K and 15 mole eo Cs would be worth pursuing be-

cause of the estimated overall cost savihgs, and a reduction

in the pollucite depletion rate. in response to the Bergman

and Bienstock (1972) report, Carrington agreed that cesium

would be an effective seed material; but should only be con-

sidered if the number of MHD facilities projected to be

built were few in number. However, a large number of facil-

ities are projected to come on stream, therefore the known

reserves of pollucite are not large enough to maintain MHD

open-cyc1e technology (pers. comm., R. Carrington, 1984).

MHD technology in the U.S.S.R. is also very advanced but

the type of seed material used is not definitely known.

Sources report that Soviet researchers have experimented

with cesium and potassium. Townsend (1972) reported that

the U-02 facility, which is gas-fired, wâs seeded with cesi-

um. Presently, because the Soviet MHD program is expected
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to rely on coal instead of the economically important export

commodity natural gâs, potassium seeding will likely be

used.

Maior Ope n-Cvc le l4FIÐ Proiects

The major countries which have in the past, and continue

presently to be the leaders in open-cyc1e MHD technology are

t.he U"S. and the U.S.S.R. The MHD information that follows

is based upon communications with, and literature provided

by Dr. R"A. Carrington, Mountain States Energy Inc., BuLte,

Montana. AIso, literature was provided by Dr. L.H.Th. Ri-

eLjens, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The

Netherlands.

united States

The U"S. open-cycIe MHD program¡ which is based on coaf as

the fuel source and potassium seeding, is a cooperative ef-
fort involving the U.S. Department of Energy, vdrious uni-

versities, and private industry. The MHD program is basi-

cally structured using a two phase approach to

commercialization (by year 2000). The objective of Phase I

is to design and establish an advanced test facility. This

facility woul-d integrate topping and bottoming cycles into a

unit approximately 80-130 Mt¡le in size. Presently in the

Phase I stage, there are two major test facilities in the

U.S. involved in the engineering aspects of MHD: the Compo-

nent Development and Integration Facility (Coff') near Butte,
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Montana; and the Coal Fired Flow Facility (CFFF') located at

the University of Tennessee, near Tullahoma. The CFFF is

capable of continuous operation al- an input of 28 Megawatts

t,hermal (Mwt) and short duration testing at large scale.

The CDIF vras constructed in 1976 through 1980 with the

capability to test MHD topping cycle components. In Novem-

ber, 1980, combuster tests vrere performed at the facílity
utilizing oil as the primary fuel. The combuster is de-

signed to burn number two fuel oil in an oxygen enriched at-
mosphere at a nominal input of 50 Mwt and potassium is used

for seeding "

On ApriI 21, 1981, povrer was generated for the first time

and 436 KWe (Kilowatts electrical) were produced. After sev-

eral tests and modifications to the system, oñ October 13,

1982, a nominal 1 .0 MWe r¡ras supplied to the commercial grid

during an inverter test. Further testing continued during

1982-1983, and presently the CDIF is in the process of ex-

perimenting with a 50 MWt coal-fired combustor.

Federal funding for open-cycIe MHD began with $600,000 in

1971 and peaked in 1980 at $79 million. For comparison,

federal funding for nuclear povrer has been about $4 billion
(votkman, 1983). Volkman adds that the Reagan Àdministra-

tion, believing that viable energy technologies wiIl find
private funding, cut MHD out of the 1982 and 1983 budgets

entirely. However, Congress kept the research going at a
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nominal- Ievel of about $30 mi 1I ion per year f or t.hree years

(1982*1984) " this year, the U.S. Department of Energy has

renewed its multi-year MHD program and nominal funding in

the $30 million range has been provided for fiscal year 1985

(pers" comm., R" Carrington, 1984). For historical and po-

litical perspectives about MHD technology in the U.S., refer

to Volkman (1983), Rietjens (1983), Freeman (1980), and

Melcher (1977).

SovÍet Union

From the limited information available, it appears that an

MHD research development program in the U.S.S.R. began in

1961 (Rudins, 1974). Rudins adds that in 1962, ât the First

International Conference on MHD in England, the Soviet con-

tingent announced that the U.S.S.R. had begun on a program

to develop commercial-scale MHD. By 1965, the Soviets com-

pleted a small-scale model of a complete commercial gas-

f ired MHD plant, the U-O2, near Moscow. The U-O2 vras f o1-

lowed by the U-25, ENIN-2, and the Kiev facility (Rudins,

1974).

Rietjens (1983) reported

gram on MHD Electrical Power

f ollows:

that the U.S.S.R.

Generation may be

National Pro-

divided as

1 construction by 1985 of a commercia] MHD combined cy-

cle natural gas p1ant, followed by the construction

of several similar plants operating on oil in metro-

politan areasi and
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construction of MHD power plants operating on coal,

with start-up of the first commercial plant in the

early nineties.

Rietjen (1983) concluded by reporting that the first commer-

cial plant will be the U-500 Ryazan Power Station ( 250 MVile

topping, 250 MWe bottoming cycle) and that on-siLe construc-

tion has begun" The U-500 station is expected to come on-

I ine in 1 988.

3. 1 0 .2 "2 Closed-Cycle MHD

The closed-cycle MHD system was initiated about 20 years ago

as a method through which the advantages of open-cycle MHD

might be retained, while its main disadvantages high

temperature requirements and a very chemically active flow,

could be lessened (corman, €t aI., 1976). As the name indi-

cates, the cl-osed-cyc1e MHD involves circulation of the

working fluid in a closed loop; whereas the open-cycIe work-

ing fluid (combustion gases) is not recircul-ated.

One of the major advantages of closed-cycle MHD is a low-

er inlet temperature of about 2,300oC compared to 3,000oC

for an open-cycle MHD system (nietjens, 1981). At the lower

temperature, appropriate conductivity is achieved because

the electron Lemperature is elevated over the gas tempera-

ture (Kerrebrock effect or non-equilibrium effect). In

closed-cycle MHD the working fluid of the MHD generator is a

noble gas (argon or helium) which is seeded with cesium or

2
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potassium to increase the conductivity. The main purpose

for developing closed-cycre MHD technology is for use as a

topping-cycre in electric poner generation systems fired by

fossil fuers. A schematic of a closed-cycle MHD steam prant
is presented in Figure 6.

Major u.s. studies of cl-osed-cycIe MHD were conducted by

General El-ectric and westinghouse, with f inal reports pub-

lished in 1976 and were detailed in Grundy (1979). The best
Generar Electric cl-osed-cycre configuration resulted in an

overall ef f iciency of 41.8%, and for vtestinghouse 46.1."a.

The seed material used in both studies was cesium at ]evels
of about 0.1eo. Because the U.S. is pursuing an open-cycIe
MHD program, cl-osed-cycle research is on a very limited
scale, such as the program at the southern cal_ifornia Edison

Company.

Today, the most intensive
gram is in The Netherl_ands at

closed-cycle MHD research

the Eindhoven University

pro-

of
Technorogy (rHg), the principal investigator being Dr.
L.H.Th. Rietjens. Based on one of the conclusions presented

by Marston, et af. ( 1 97S ) that:
"A blow down facility can be considered as a phys-ical demonstration experiment for a fossil-fiiell
closed-cycle MHD plant. In order to approach anisentropic efficiency of 50eo, the powei-levels ofthis.facility should be at 1east 5 Megawatts ther-mal (¡¿tdt)."
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An MHD blow down facilityT in the 5 Mwt range $¡as designed

and built at THE and has been brought into full operation

(nietjens, 1983). According to Rietjens (1983) the major

technical hurdle that remains in closed-cycIe MHD is the de-

velopment of coal-fired heat exchangers.

The Eindhoven facility has been designed for an argon

mass fl-ow rate of 5 kg/s. Àlso, an aerosol of cesium dro-

plets is injected into the argon flow at cesium concentra-

tions of about 0,10g¿ molecular. Blom, et al. (1978 ) re-

ported that the appropriate cesium flow-rate in this system

is 15 g/s or 30 L/hr,

Cesium requirements, in the form of cesium metal, for

projected Iarge-scale closed-cycle MHD power plants have not

been published. According to researchers in this fieId,

cesium metal wiIl mostJ-y be reguired for start-up purposes

on1y. Because the system is a closed-loop, and the cesium

recovery efficiency is expected to be greater than 99>", a

continuous demand for make-up cesium, as would be the case

in an open-cycIe system, will unlikely occur (pers. comm.¡

J, Louis, 1984). OveralI, there is littIe doubt that

closed-cycle MHD wiIl use cesium as a seed material and in

Iower concentrations relative to open-cycIe; but more stud-

7 ¡ blowdown facility invol-ves charging a heater either
thermally or electrically and then driving a gas through the
heated bed until the temperature has fa1len to a minimum ac-
cepted level. Blowdown facilities are well suited for inert
gases which do not clog or damage the heater bed or elements
(Rudins, 1974, p.59 ) .
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ies are necessary before resource requirements can be

est imated.

In regards Lo the future of cLosed-cyc1e

er at Southern California Edison stated the

MHD, Dr. J

following:

Moy-

1 U.S. electrical demand wiIl mostly be supplied by

smaf 1 generat ing stat ions in the 50 300 MVile range.

Therefore, closed-cycIe topping cycles are more ef-
fective in small electrical systems compared to open-

cycle which are primarily effective in 500 Mhle range

or greater; and

closed-cycIe MHD is a less complicated system com-

pared to open-clzcle (pers. comm., J. Moyer , 1gB4).

2

Another advantage of closed-cycle MHD systems is their ex-

pected adaptability to combj.ne v¡ith fusion energy technology

(per. comm. r J. Louis, 1 984 ) .

3 . 1 
-1 FORECASTS OF U. S. AND REST_OF-WORLD CESTUM DEMAND

Bascle (1980) presented data that summarized forecasts of

U.S. and rest-of-worId cesium demand. U.S. and rest-of-

world cesium demand figures were listed for 1978 with high,

Iow, and probable cesium demand val-ues as weII as cumulative

consumption values to the year 2000. According to the data

presented by BascIe (1980) and Harris (1979), U.S. cesium

demand in 1977 and 1978 tras approximately 48e" of total world

cesium demand. By the year 2000, Bascle (1980) reported
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cesium demand (256t

60e"

t

The forecast high and low values for cumulative cesium

demand for the period 1978-2000 as presented in Basc1e

(1980) are of particular interest. Bascl-e stated that if

MHD technology develops, the forecast high value for cumula-

tive world cesium demand in 2000 would be .10,300,000 Ib

(q,612 L) cesium content. The fow range value, Ðtimarily
based on negligible use of cesium in MHD, wâs forecast to be

only 960,000 1b (¿¡S t) cesium content.

The forecast high value will unlikely be attained because

cesium has been substituted by potassium in open-cycIe MHD

technology. AIso, if cesium v¡ere gcing to be used in open-

cycle systems, pollucite concentrate would be used directly

with no further processing required. On the other hand, if

catalyst technology involving cesium and/or closed-cycle MHD

technology advance to commercial-scale levels, then cesium

demand will probably be higher than the forecast low va1ue.

In addition, pollucite processing would be required to

produce cesium compounds/meta1 for catalyst and closed-cycle

MHD systems.
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3, 12 cesruM ToxIcot,ocTcAL'RNVTRoNMENTAL REVTEw

Toxicity studies of cesium metal and compounds are limited
to two reports published in the early 1970's by the National

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (nfOSg) in the

U"S" The first report by Johnson, et aI. (1972) was an

acute toxicity study of cesium and rubidium compounds. The

report was ínitiated because recent and projected industrial
applications indicated increased usage of the hydroxides and

iodides of Cs and Rb.

The Johnson, et al. (1972) study assessed the acute tox-
icity of the above mentioned compounds and used the follor+-

ing procedures:

LDso studies - Rats (oral);

Primary Skin Irritation Studies - Rabbits;

Eye Irritation Studies Rabbits; and

Skin Sensitization Studies Guinea Pigs.

In the summary conclusion, the researchers reported that hy-

droxides of cesium and rubidium are more toxic than the iod-

ides. A1so, cesium, potassium, and rubidium hydroxides are

strong alkalis, and contact h'ith the eyes or skin should be

avoided 
"

The second NIOSH report on cesium, Maier and Lucas

(1973), was a health hazard/toxicity determination study of

t.he cesium processing facility operated by KBI at Revere,

1

2

t
J

4
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PA. The researchers inspected the physical plant and then

conducted medical tests to determine if exposure to cesium

and rubidium compounds were a health hazard to the plant em-

ployees, Maier anC Lucas (1973) concluded that exposure to

cesium and rubidium and their salis is minor, and all ex-

posed employees vrere asymptomat ic .

Recent cesium acute toxicity studies have been conducted

by Pinsky, et al. (1981) and Bose and Pinsky (1983). These

studies vrere initiated, just as the NIOSH studies, in antic-
ipation of cesium being involved in technological develop-

ments such as MHD, and the entry of cesium into the work-

place and general environment. These studies are very

detailed medical investigations using the most modern tech-

niques, procedures, and instrumentation. The results ad-

dress several areas of study including: histopathology,

acute toxicity and general behavioural- responses. There-

fore, the reports should be consuLted for proper interpreta-
tions and further references.

3.13 CÀNADTAN EXPORT CONTROL OF CESIUM

From late 1969, when Tanco began mining operations at Bernic

Lake, until- the end of 1975, shipments of pollucite totalled
about 1.,400 t wi th an average Cs z 0 content of almost 27eo

(Hogan, 1981). The biggest demand for Bernic Lake pollucite

during the period 1969 1975 \{as from the U.S.S.R. which

purchased about 86e" of the export shipments (Tanco files),
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(Hogan, .1 981 ) . However, by an Order-in-Counc i I dated Sep-

tember 22, 1976, the Canadian Government placed cesium in

aIl forms including ores, concentrates, chemical com-

pounds, cesium metal and alIoys containing cesium in the Ex-

port Control List (uCr,: Group 5: 5674) (Canada, 1978) , es-

tablished under the Export and Import Permi t s Àct (nrpa)

(Canada, 1970). FoIlowing the export ban, Tanco's shipments

decreased sharply. The purpose of this section is to pres-

ent information regarding the implementation of the ban, and

tbre current sLatus of the ban on cesium materials.

one of the earliest indications of the possible placement

of cesium in the ECL vras a communication in 1973 from an of-

ficial representing the Federal Department of Industry Trade

and Commerce to the President of Tanco. The letter stated

that because of the continental energy problems and the pos-

sible future development of MHD power generation using pol-

Iucite as a raw material, concern had been expressed regard-

ing the conservation of the Bernic Lake pollucite deposits.

Also, that pollucite concentrates may become subject to ex-

port controls (Tanco Files).

Tanco continued to export pollucite. However, in ApriI of

1976, Tanco applied for a permit to export pollucite to the

U.S.S.R., but the permit vras ref used. In June of 1976, the

Chief of Export and Import Permits Division communicated to

Tanco that the application vras refused because of existing

Government policy (Tanco niles).
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In reviewing subsequent correspondences: between the

Federal Government and Tanco (Tanco Files); pubtished Com-

mons Debates (Canada, 1977); and newspaper reports, Northern

Miner (1977), and ï^Iinnipeg Free Press (1977), it appears

that the export ban on polJ-ucite was placed for one or both

of the following reasons:

pollucite and its derivatives were considered to have

strategic applications; and

the government wanted to investigate and encourage

further processing of pollucite to increase i.ndustri-

al development, especially in high technology appli-
cat i ons .

rn a correspondance with the Special Trade

1

2

fice of the Department of External Affairs, an

Rel-at ions Of -

of f ic ia1 re-

15 of the

the ship-

the ECL to

viewed the history of the case and stated:

"Under the Export and Import Permits Act, permits
are required for the export of cesium in al1 forms
(including oresr....) to any destination, except
the Un i ted States , by v i rt,ue of the f ac t that thi s
particular product faIIs under the Export Control
List Item 5674. Applications for permits to ex-
port cesium to Area Control List countries and the
People's Republic cf China would reguire approval
from the Department of National Defence in order
to preserve Canadian national security interests."
(pers. comm., L. Pamerleau, -1 983).

Mr. Pamerl-eau also stated that under sub-section

EI PA,

ment

it is i1Iega1 to knowingly cause or assist

or transshipment of a commodity included in

any country in the ÀCL.
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In a discussion with the Department of National Defence

(n¡¡O), an of f icial staLed that DND has no strategic policy
regarding cesiumsi and that cesium is of no concern to them

as far as national security (pers. comm., Major P. Van Boes-

choten, 1984). In the most recent conversation with an of-
ficial at the Department of External Affairs, he stated that

the entire ECL will be reviewed and updated during 1984-85.

(pers. comm., R. Caux, lög+). Mr. Caux added that all en-

tries in the ECL, including cesium, will be reviewed by var-
ious government departments. If concern(s) such as mili-
tary, economic, or other are expressed to keep a commodity

in the ECL, there will be a further evaluation and ultimate-
Iy, a decision will be made regarding the commodity's sta-
tus. In the U.S., exports of cesium commodities require an

export permit (pers. comm., T. Àdams,1984). However, it is
not clear whether an application for cesium exports would be

accepted or refused.

Àfter reviewing the export ban issue, and having corre-
sponded with the federal departments of External Affairs and

National- Def ence, rìo clear explanations have been given to
the researcher by the Government of Canada for denying Tanco

an export permit to ship pollucite concentrates to the Sovi-

et Union.

I cesium
Canada or

is not
the U.S

Iisted as being a strategic material in
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3 . 1 4 UANITAEè GOVEBNT'{EN! I NVOLVEMENT

The Province of Manitoba does not have jurisdiction of ex-

port trade, but in regards to resource depletion, the Prov-

ince does have jurisdictional ¡rower. Important provincial

legislation which has an effect on the Tanco operation is

concerned with further processing opportunities and resource

conservation. Section 9 of The Mines Act, being Chapter

M160 of the Revised Statutes of Manitoba, provides as fol-
l-ows ¡

"9(1) AIl permits or leases shall be subject to
the provision that all ores or minerals mined from
Locations described in those permits or leases
shall be treated and refined within Canada, so as
to yield refined metal or other product suitable
for direct use in the arts without further treat-
ment; in default whereof the permit or leases is-
sued for the lands is and shall become void, and
the lands forthwith revert to, and become revested
in, the Crown, freed and discharged of any inter-
est or claim of any other person, and are open to
disposal in such manner as the minister may de-
cide.

9(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may ex-
empt any lands from the operation of this section
for such period of time as to him may seem prop-
er. tt

Based on subsection 9(2) , Tanco requested re-exemption in

1982 primarily for the following reasons:

annual world demand for cesium ore was less than 200

tonnes; and

there $rere no facilities in Canada for treating and

refining cesium ore; and the cost of developing the

technology to refine these small quantities of ore

were not justified at the time.

I

2
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Therefore, Lhe Lieutenant Governor in Council exempted Tanco

from the provision of subsection 9(1) of the The Mines Act,

but also stipulated that cesium ore shipments should not ex-

ceed 1r000 Lonnes in each year for a period of five years

from June 1, 1982 (Tanco Files),

By regulating the annual shipment leveLs of pol-lucite,

the Manitoba Government can monitor the cesium resource de-

ptetion rate. Furthermore, these actions provide the Mani-

toba Government with information to consider economic strat-

egies/opportunities when significant changes in pollucite

demand occur.
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Chapter IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONSI AND RECOMMENDÀTIONS

There is a unique deposit of minerals located in the south-

eastern region of Manitoba at Bernic Lake. This deposit of

minerals contains ores of the following minor metals: cesi-

uñ, rubidium, tantalum, galÌium, beryllium, and Iithium.

Since 1969, the Bernic Lake pegmatite deposit has been oper-

aLed by Tantalum Mining Corporation of Canada r,imited (tan-

co) , of which the Province of Manitoba has a 25e" interest.

Tanco suspended operations at Bernic Lake as of December

31, 1982, because cf the weak markets for its primary prod-

uct, tantalum. Employment of the approximately 105 fuIl-

time employees had therefore been terminatede.

The Bernic Lake deposit is of special importance because

it contains the world's largest known reserves of the cesi-

um-rich ore, pollucite; and Tanco is the major world suppli-

er of pollucite. From 1969 to date, the average annual de-

mand for pollucite from Tanco has decreased. One of the

primary reasons for the decreased demand was that in 1976,

pollucite and its cesium derivatives were placed in the Ex-

s ln the spring of 1984, the Federal Government provided
funding for lithium studies at the mine. This program re-
sulted in the hiring of about 30 employees, most of whom had
previously been employed at Tanco.
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port Control

Lo the major

Li st , hence cutt ing

purchasing country,

the supply of pollucite

Soviet Union.

off

the

The primary objective of the practicum was to evaluate

the potential for Manitoba's cesium-rich porlucite deposits.
Àfter reviewing the rerated riterature, and corresponding

with industry, research, and government representatives in-
voLved with cesium, the practicum primary concrusions are:

Tanco will continue to be the major worl_d supplier of

pollucite, and demand for pollucite will be steady

with moderate increases in the short term. However,

average annual demand for Tanco pollucite is unlikely
to exceed 500 t to the year 2000;

Pollucite concentrates are not used directly in any

end-use applications (except for minute amounts in

certain types of MHD experiments), but are processed

to produce cesium primary products (compounds and

metal );

2

)
J The

the

ing

largest demand for cesium primary products is for
compounds, especially cesium chloride for prepar-

density gradient sol-utions in DNÀ research;

The greatest demand for cesium was expected to be for
use in open-cycle MHD technology; however, potassium

has substituted for cesium. Also, if cesium were to

4
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5

be used in open-cycle MHD, then it would be used in

the form of pollucite concentrate and not a processed

product. such as a compound or metal;

Current research investigations which may 1ead to
commercial levels of production and therefore signif-
icant increases in the demand for cesium (compounds/

metal) are: catalysts (cesium promoters) in the im-

mediate futurei and closed-cyc1e MHD (cesium plasma

seed) in the distant future (after 2000); and

The development of Canadian pollucite processing fa-
cilities to produce cesium primary products are not

warranted at this time because current demand for
cesium primary products is l-ow and therefore are eas-

ily supplied by existing facilities elsev¡here ([.test

Germany and the U.S. ).

Figure 7 shows the transformation of pollucite ore to
cesium primary products, as well as present and po-

tential end-uses.

6

7
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The practicum sub-objectives are addressed in the following

summary.

1 Supply-Demand

The most concentrated natural source of cesium occurs in the
rare mineral- pollucite which may contain a cesium oxide con-
centration ranging from 5-32wt.e". The Tanco deposit at
Bernic Lake is of high grade (24e" Cs20) and represents about
66e" (350,000 t) of the known world pollucite reserves, fol-
lowed by Bikita, Zimbabwe (about 25eo), and Karibib in Nami-
bia (about 8e"). Although the mining operations in Bikita
and Karibib have made sales of pollucite, poliLical insta-
bifities in these countries have disrupted commodity exports
and therefore are unreliable sources of supply. As a re-
sult, Tanco dominates the pollucite market and its safes re-
flect pollucite demand, and uJ-timately cesium demand by the
f ree-wor l-d.

Since 1977, the greatest demand for Bernic Lake pollucite
has been from the major pollucite processing countries, the
U.S. and West Germany. The U.S. represents the largest end-
user demand (about 48e") for cesium products. Of the coun-
tries that export cesium compounds into the U.S., West Ger-
many suppl ies over 90e".

The USBM forecasted cesium demand to the year 2000 and
included 1ow, probabJ.e, and high cumul-ative world demand
leveLs. The high value of 4,672 t cesium content is unlike-
ly to be attained because open-cycIe MHD technology is not
using cesium for a plasma seed source. The low forecast val-
ue of 435 t cesium content is a more realistic estimate and
may increase if other applications for cesium are developed.

z Maior Processors and Distributors

In the western world there are only two major processors of
pollucite ore: KBI (part owner of Tanco) in the U.S., and
Metallgesellschaft in West Germany. Both companies produce
cesium primary products (compounds and metal) as weII as
primary products from other minor metal ores. KBI and Me-
tallgesellschaft supply kilogram lots of cesium primary
products, espec ialIy compoun,ds, to smaf 1 suppJ. íer /dístr ib-
utor companies or to end-users directly. The supplíer/ais-
tributor companies usually reprocess the cesium compounds to
higher purities and repackage them into smaller gram lots
for resale. In the U.S. there are about 20 supplíer/dís-
tributor companies.
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? Cesium Grades and Prices

cesium compounds are typically availabre in a standard or
technical grade ( 99 " 0e" min. ) , and high purity grade(99.9+9"). Kirogram rots of technical grade compound werepriced at about $US 76.60/kg, and about $US 160-.70/kg for
high purity" cesium metal is available in various giades,
Þyt usually technical grade (99.5s" min.) and high purity
(99.9+v" min. ) . Technical grade cesium metar rnaã priced at
about $US 600/kg, high purity abour SUS 720/kg, uñd very
high purity about SUS 1,10}/kg. Compound and metal prióes
are based on 1983 figures, F.O.B. source, and for smaIIguantities.. Pollucite ore in 1981 v¡as traded in the range
of $US 3-4/kg cesiurn oxide (24e" min. ) . In 1983 it vras tiad-
ed in the range of $us 2-3/kg. The above pollucite prices
are based on F.O.B. source, and large tonnage quantities.

4. Present FÌnd-Use Àpplications

There are no commercial end-use apprications for porrucite
concentrates. cesium primary products (compounds and metal)
are used in several end-use applications, especially: pho-
toemissive devices such as photomultiprier tubes aná infra-
red camerasi scintillation crystals for radiation detection;
and.density gradient ultracentrifugation solutions for sepa-
rating DNA. These three applications currentry account for
an estimated 20 25 thousand kg of cesium primary products
in the U.S., and would require approximately 150 t óf poIlu-
cite to produce.

5. Major Research and Devefopment proiects

The most important research
increased demand for cesium
al ) are:

projects which might generate an(in the forms of compounds/met-

1 ) catalyst improvements for the synthesis of
and the synthesis of methylmethacrylate; and

2) closed-cyc1e MHD, which incorporates cesium
conductivity.

ethylene oxide

to enhance

rt r.ras expected that research activities investigating
the contact ion engine for space propulsion would lead to a
significant increase in demand for cesium metar. However,
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other types of propulsion sysLems, based on the use
xenon, argon, or mercury, have since been developed
superior to the cesium contacL ion engine.

of
and are

6 Substitution

Most of the other al-kali metals could substitute for cesium.
In fact, the alkali metal potassium, though not as effec-
tive, is substituting for cesium in open-cycle MHD technolo-
gy because potassium is more abundant and therefore several
times l-ess expensive" However, in applications such as pho-
toemissive devices cesium is superior; and because very 1it-
tIe cesium is required, substitution is unlikely to occur.

Z Tox icoloq i cal nvlro nmenIa ì Studies

Based on studies conducted in the U.S. in the early 1970's,
exposure Lo cesium, rubidium, and their salts was minor, and
plant employees working with cesium were asymptomatic. How-
ever, aIkali hydroxide compounds such as cesium hydroxide
are very strong and contact with the eyes or skin shouLd be
avoided. ÀIso, c€sium metal is very reactive when exposed
to air or waLer and must therefore be handled and transport-
ed in special containers.

g. Export Controls

Pollucite and its cesium derivatives were placed in the Ex-
port Control List in 1976 by the Canadian Government. The
export controls resulted in lost safes of pollucite to the
major purchasing country, the Soviet Union. During
1984-1985, the entire Export Control List will be reviewed
and the status of pollucite will be re-evaluated. The re-e-
valuation will be based on military (national security) and
economic (further processing opportunities) factors.
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4 "1 RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) The principal owners of the Tantalum Mining Corporation

should expand their active market research program for all
of its minor metals and industrial minerals. The program's

principal objectives should be to:

Review and critically assess the related scientific
literature (journals of various disciplines and pat-

ent reports);

Establish communication links with private industry

and research representatives so that current "on the

street" market forces can be evaluated;

Monitor the budgets and funding programs of those

countries which are actively involved in high energy

technologlz research in which metals such as cesium

and lithium could be incorporated (e.9. MHD and fu-
sion ) ; and

Prepare up-to-date commodity market status reports on

a regular basis for submission to the appropriate of-
ficials for further assessment.

(g) The sale prices of Tanco's commodities should be re-
viewed on a regular basis; and all factors which account for

the final prices should be scrutinized in terms of ne!.r mar-

ket opportunity potentials and natural resource depletion

rates.
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(C) Further processing of mineral resources leads to an ex-

panded economic base, Although pollucite processing facili-

ties are not warranted at this time because of the low de-

mand for cesium primary products, a response mechanism

should be designed to react with pre-planned actions when

appropriate key signals indicate further processing opportu-

nities.

(o) In principLe, the Manitoba Government should assist

Tanco in its pursuit to investigate the pollucite export ban

issue by communicating the Province's concerns to the Gov-

ernment of Canada. Furthermore, Tanco should determine

whether the Soviet Union continues to be a purchaser of pol-

luc i te.

(e) Mineral exploration activities should be encouraged to

discover and inventory other pollucite and minor metal de-

posits. These activities wilI lead to an increased and more

diverse mineral resources base and possibly encourage more

participation in research and development programs.

(r) Cesium's unigue chemical and physical properties should

be further investigated by research organizations such as

the National Research Council and the Industrial Technology

Centre. New research initiatives may lead to the discovery

of more applications for cesium and possibly also generate

an increased demand for pollucite and cesium primary prod-

ucts.
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Appendix B

STANDARD METHODS FOR MANUFACTURTNG CESIUM
COMPOUNDS AND CESIUM METÀL

The following information regarding the manufacture of cesi-
um compounds and cesium metal was mostly obtained from Wil-
Iiams (1979).

Manufacture of Cesium Compounds

Pollucite is decomposed by acid digestion or by melting or

sintering with an alkaline flux. Hydrofluoric acid gives

the most complete cesium recovery from pollucite, but be-

cause of the ease of handling, hydrochloric, hydrobromicr otr

sulfuric acids are used commercially. The laboratory proce-

dures for the extraction of cesium from pollucite with hy-

drochroric and sulf uric acids are detailed in Bail-or ( 1953) ,

and these procedures can be scaled up easily with negligible
modifications.

Àccording to Dean and Nichols (1962), the cesium ore is
ground to less than 149 microns (-100 mesh) in a ball mill
with sufficient water to give a 60eo solid slurry. The

ground ore pulp is diruted to 33ea solids in a frotation cell
and 2.5 7.5 kg of sulfuric acid per tonne of ore are added

to give a pH of, 1.4 2.7. Hydrof luoric acid and then a1u-

minum sulfate are added in quantities of 0.5 1 kg/t ore
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and 250 500 g/t ore, respectively. After conditíoning the
pulp and reagenLs for 10 min., a cationic reagent such as

Armac cD (a coco amine acetate) is added (2oo 500 g/t ore)
and conditioned for 3 min. Then the non-porlucite mineral_s

are removed by froth flotation.

Parsons et al. ( j 963 ) deveroped a process based on sur--
furic acid decomposition of porlucite which is suitable for
tonnage production of cesium chloride. pollucite ore,
ground to l-ess than 74 microns (-200 mesh), is leached for 4

6 hours in 6 - g kg batches in glass-rined vessers with 3s

40ea sulfuric acid at 110oc. The ore residue is removed by
pressure filtration of the hot leach sJ_urry, and cesium al_um

is crystallized from the reach filtrate by cooling to 50oc

and then to 20"c. The cesium arum is roasted with 4eo carbon
added to decompose the al-um. The decomposed material is
then leached to give a cesium suLfate solution. The cesium
sulfate is converted to cesium chloride by ion exchange on

Dowex 50 Ì.1x8, and solid cesium chloride is recovered by eva-
poration and dehydration at 260"c. Figure g is a flowchart
of the above process.

Depending on the process used, industry sources report
that 70 90+eo of the available cesium in the polrucite ore
can be recovered. Arso, rubidium values within the po11u-
cite may be high enough to warrant recovery.
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Manufacture of Cesium t{etal

hTiliiams (1979) outlined thermochemical and erectrorytic re-
duction methods for the manufacture of cesium metal. À typ-
ical thermochemical method involves the use of carcium or
barium to reduce cesium halides. Â mixture of cesium chro-
ride and calcium (so - 60e" of the weight of the cscl) is
heated to 700 - 800oc under vacuum, and 90 - 95eo of the ces-
ium metal is distil-Ied from the mixture.

A process berieved to be representative for the produc-

tion of cesium metar from pollucite (rigure 9) $¡as reported
by Battelle columbus Labs and the usBM (gattelle columbus

Labs, 1976). This report included energy input requirements
for each stage of the process (mining io end product). To-

tal energy reguired per ton of cesium metar., szï x 106 BTU

!25e", vras based on information obtained from the literature
and from industry sources.
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Appendix C

SAMPLE CALCULÀTIONS AND ÀSSUMPTIONS

1) Cesium (Cs) atomic weight approx. = 133

Oxygen (O) atomic weight approx. E 16

cesium oxide (cszo) atomic weight (1gg+133+16) =

eo theoretical Cs in CszO (1ga+133/Zg2x1O0) =

2) PolLucite (24e" cszo containing 94.3e" cs) contains
approx . 22.63e" theoretical cesium:

100Lpollucitex24eo = 24 tCszO
24 x 94.3e" = 22.G3 t cesium

282

94 .3e"

3 ) Assumption:

containing 24eo

there is a 54e" yield of cesium from pollucite
Cs zO.

The usBM reports cesium data in pounds cesium content. Bas-

cle (1980) reported that in 197B world mine production of
cesium v¡as about 68,200 rb (30,935 kg) of recoverable cesium
from pollucite, and that it was all produced in canada.

Also, that u.s. imports of cesium concentrates in lgTg v¡ere

68,200 Ib. Therefore, âr1 of canada's cesium production in
1978, which also represented worrd production, was exported
to the u.s. Hogan (1981) reported that in 1g7g canada

shipped 254 t of porlucite, arl from Tanco, to the u.s. rn
addition, Tanco f il-es show that this pollucite shipment con-
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tained 27.2e"

tween 68,200

CszO. Therefore, a relationship must exist be-

lb cesium content and 254 t of pollucite"

254 t porlucite (27,2e" cszo) = 65,150 kg theoretical cesium

68,200 Ib cesium contenL = 30,935 kg cesium

30r935/65,150 x 100 = 47.q}e" estimated cesium recovery.

Assuming Lhat polJ-ucite typically contains 24ea csza, then

estimated cesium recovery would. be S4eo¿

?54 x 22"63eo x 54'"a x 2204.6226 = approx. 68,2OO Ìb cesium content.

4) Assumption: according to industry sources,
70% is reasonable for estimating cesium compound

csro"

a factor of

yields from
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